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"

PRELUDE TO
THE" GREAT QCTOBER
\'

6 6T.He first revoiution born 0£ the imperialist world

war has ·broken out. This first ·revolution will
certainly qot be the last."
·
That was what Lenin wrote in 'his famous "Letters from
Afar" on the 'subject of the J!ebn.iary-March revolution
of 1917 in Russia, his JUind of genius penetrating int6 the
future. The February-MarcJi revolution was pre-pared
and called forth as the· result of an entire range.of .cir...
cumsta}lces which .Lehin declared, were circumstances of
world historical sigpificam:;e. The' February-M,arch revolution of 1917 was preceded by the three y,ears 1905-1'907
.--years of the greatest class battles and revolutionary effort
of the Russifl,n proletariat. Emphasising this fact,, Lenin
pointed out tpat ~his, the truly first revolution-the great
revolution ~£ 1905, dismissed by the Guchkovs and
Milyul,wvs and their underlings as ~"grea t rebellion"led twelve years la.t er to .the revolution bf, 1917, ,on which
the same Octobrist and Cad~t politiCi'}nS' lavished, their.
praise aQd en~husiasm, because they s.aw in t}:le overthrow
of the Tsarist autocracy. and the transfer of pawer into
their.own hands the' crowning of all, their efforts and the
realisation of their 'political design~.
In his "Letters from Afar" Lenin with charatteristic
genius demonstrated that the Febru~ry-March u~vo1ution
which had given power to the bourgeoisie could n~t come
to -a halt and, so 'to speak, be rc;mnded ioff by such a result.
The first imperiaJist war, which in Lehin's apposite
expression was' an all-powerful "stage. manager", the
mighty accelerator of the course of world history, was
boun4 to speed up greatly, and, as Lenin wrote, "un-
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usually sharpen the class struggle of the proletariat
against the bourgeoisie, and transform itself into a civil
war between hostile classes" .1
Three main political forces were then functioning on
the arena of history in which the dramatic events of the
February-March Revolution were unfolding. Tht first
force was the Tsarist monarchy, the head of the feudal
landowners, of the old bureaucracy and higher military·
command. The second force was "Russia of the bourgeoisie and landowners represented by the Octobrists an.d
Cadets, with the petty bourgeoisie dragging at their tail".
The third force was "the Soviet of Workers' and Soldiers'
Deputies, seeking as allies the whole proletariat and the ·
whole mass of the poorest population".2
The jebruary- March revolution came to victory so
quickly because there existed, as Lenin wrote, "an ,
extremely original historical situation", when there
came together and came together in a remarkably "wholehearted" manner, "absolutely dissimilar currents, absolu-,
tely heterogeneous class interests, absolutely opposed,
'
political and social aspirations".
Lenin wrote of this precisely and clearly. He said::
"There was the conspiracy of the Anglo-French imperialists, who urged Milyukov, Guchkov and Co. to seize power.
with the object of prolonging the .imperialist war, with,
the object of conducting it still more savagely ai:d stubbornly, with the object of slaughtering new millions of,
Russian workers and peasants so that Constantinople
might be obtained . . . by µie GU:chkovs, Syria . . . by
French capitalists, Mesopotamia ... by English capitalists,
etc. This on the one side. And on the other, there was a
profound proletarian and popular ma5s movement (~11
the poorest population of the towns and villages) a move
ment of a revolutio~ary character, for bread, for peace,
·
for real liberty.
destroyed\
have
"The revolutionary workers and soldiers
I

t

Lenin. Collected Works (English edition). XX, p;m
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the infamous. Tsarist monarchy to its very foundations,
being neither elated nor worried by the fact that, at
cer tain brief historic moments, exceptional in their combination of circumstances, they are aided by the struggle
of Buchojian, Gucltkov, Milyukov and Co., who only
desire to replace one monarch by another. Thus, and only
thus, did it occur.:' 1
The first government which replaceq. the Tsarist autocracy as a result of the February-March revolution was
composed of representatives of the class of capitalist landowners and bourge oisie-a class which had in fact long
before i 917 governed Russia and now, in February-March
i 917, had taken shape and legalised itself, if one may use
a juridical expression, by an act of revolutionary initiative.
This government had been pushed to power by the AngloFrench Allies, in order to use Russia to the maximum in
the first world war, naturally in their own interests. ·That
was why Lenin gave this government of the Guchkovs and
Milyukovs the well-chosen title of a mere tlerk of the
multi~millionaire "firms", England and France .. .
Lenin wr<;>te 'that this was a government of war, a governmen t of continuation of the imperialist slaug'hter, ·a
government o~ conquests, tied hand and foot to AngloFrench capital; and that Russian capital was only a branch
of tl.l.e worlo-wide "firm", with a turnove r of hundred s
of milliards of roubles, bearing t~e title : "Englan d and
France".
Tqe ta,sk of that government was to continue the war
until victory, and as before to hold bloody funeral rites
over the Russian workers and peasants. But the workers
and peasants did not want war; they demanded p~ace,
bread and liberty. This th~ Provisional Government of
the Guchkovs and the Milyukovs could not give. It had
to be taken by force, by the armed hand of the proletariat
in alliapce with the working peasant masses who ·already
had their c~ntre of leadership. Sucli a ~entre was the Petrograd Soviet of Workers' and Soldiers' Dep,uties, of which
Lenin wrote in April, i 917 that, making its: app~arance
J

1

Ibid.,

•

p. 31.
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side by side with the official Government, it.was a new.and
unofficial, undeveloped, still comparatively weak workers'
government or, more exactly, the embryo of a workers'
government, the representative of the interest of all the
poorest masses of the population, i.e., nine-tenths of the ,
people who were struggling for peacft, bread and liberty. 1
Lenin ended his first "Letter from Afar" with the
remark that "t!ie only guarantee of liberty and 'of .complete destruction of Tsarism is the arming of the pro-.
letariat, the strengthening, broadep.ing and. developing of '
the role, significance and power of the Soviets of Workers',
and Soldiers' Dep~ties" .1
He, demanded help in the arming of the workers, or
that, at any rate, it should not be hindered. In that event,
wrote Lenin, "Russia will be invincible, the monarchy
incapable of being restored, the Republic secure". In this
letter Lenin demonstrated the peculiarity of the momen't l
-one of transition from the first io the second stage of·
the revolution, in which the watchword should he:
'\Workers, you have displayed miracles of proletarian and
popular heroism in the civil war against Tsarism; you
must display miracles of proletarian and nation-wide
organisation in order to prepare your victory in the second
stage of the revolution". 2
In his article on "The Tasks of the Proletariat in the
Present Revolution", published in Pravda (No. 26, April•
.20~ 1917) Lenin set forth his famous ten theses, in which
he pointed to this transition, to the second stage of the·
revolution-a stage "which must place power in the hands
of the proleta,ria't and the poorest strata of the peasantry".
In these ·theses Lenin insisted on the necessity of explaining to the people that the Soviet of Workers' Deputies was'
the only possible fotm. of revolutionary government, and•
that the ~olshevik~. being in a minority in the Soviets,
were carrying on in these conditions the work of criticising'
ahd exposing errors, "at the same titne advocating the
necessity of transfer.ring the entire power of State to th~
l

2

!/Jid., p. !l!l·
l/Jid., p. 34·
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Soviets of Workers' Deputies, so that the masses may by
experience overcome their mista~~s", i.e., of confidence i'n
pseudo-Socialists and in the Menshevik-Cadet-S.R. Government, of a policy of compromise with the bourgeoisie
and of a policy of support for a government of capitalists,
those "worst enemies of peace and Socialism" .
.
The' theses explain that what is involved is not the
''introduct ion of Socialism" as an immediate task but,only
the transition to the control of social ptoduction and distribution of product.5 by the Soviet of Workers' Deputies.
But the theses alre.ady rais~ in all ~ts gr~ndeur the
question of the need to fight for a Repuplic of Soviets of
workers', -agricultural labourers' and peasants' Deputies
throughout the country, from top to bottom, upderlinin g
tha~ to go back from the Soviets to a P.arliamentary Republ~c woul~ be a retrograde step. The theses demand
the abolition of the police and .the bureaucracy, and the
replacement of the stancfing army by the general armament of the people; that all officials be elected and subjeci:.
to recall at any time, their salaries not to exceed the
average wage of a good wor~an; the confiscation pf all
landl9rds' estates, and the national~sation ·of all lands
throughout the country, to be disposed of by the local
Soviets; the organisation of Soviets of deputies of the
poorest peasapts, and the creation out of each large
estate of model farms (from 100 to 300 dessyatinas in size,
according to local and other conditions and at the discretion of' t,he local authorities) to be controlled by t~e
Agricultur al Labourers' Deputies and for the public
account; the amalgamation of all banks throughou t the
country iJ).tO one national bank, to be controlled by the
Soviet of Workers' Deputies.
That was how Lenin wrote in April, 1917, six months
before the victory of the great October Revolution., which
heralded the beginning of a new era, ·the new a11d greatest
eP.och ·in the history of. mankind .

•

•

•

The Great October Revolution decided the Rroblem of.
}>Ower, the root problem of every revolution, as Lenin used
11

to say. In that same April of 1917 Lenin wrote of the power J
of the workmen and peasants that it was a revolutionary J
dictatorship, i.e., a po\ver based directly upon revolution- •
ary conquest, upoh the direct initiative of the m~es of {
the. people from below, and not on a law promulgated by a ~
~
cen~ralised ~tate authority.
•.. This authority", wt_ote Lenin, "is one of the sa111e type i·
as the Paris Commune of i 871 ".
But it was only an embryo authority, as Lenin wrote: ·
one which yet had- to grow up, to run the course of its'
internal development and find a firm basis of support in
proletarian class-consciousness and organisation. This .
authority had to overcome the weaknesses of its Menshevik, i
and Socialist-Revolutionary origin and of the Menshevik
and S.R. compromise with the bourgeoisie, which made.
as skilful and.easy a use in. its class interests of the petty·;
bourgeois "heroes" and newly-baked "leaders" of the:j
revolution as it made of their petty bour~eois illusions.
Lenin mercilessly exposed the treacherous policy of the'
Mensheviks and S.R.s. who played the part of flunkeys of
.the Provisional Government. That Government pursued
its objectives steadily and without scruple. But it realised' .
the impossibility of achieving its ends without suppor~J
from the masses of the people; and that was ju~t what was
lacking. It was a real godsend for the Provisional Govern.
ment that the Mensheviks and S.R.s. were at the head of.,
the Soviets of Workers', Soldierst and Peasants' Deputie$•
at that time. It was through them that the Provjsional.
Government sought "to attach the Sovi~ts to itself and•
domesticate them" (Lenin). The part played in this by the,
S.R.s. and Mensheviks- Ketensky, Peshekhonov an
Chernov, Tseretelli, Skoblev and the other so-called
Sociafist ministers---can be judged from their activity irr'
the notorious "con~ct commission", whose.sole existence
was designed to tame the Soviets, by means of such "con--.c
tact", and through the Soviets to tame those elements o~
the working class, peasantry and intellectuals who were at
that time under the influence of the S.R.s. and Mensheviks, thereby facilitating the fulfilment of 1:h,e programm
of the Provisional Government.

'l

1.2

What did th€ provisional Government consider at the
time to be its main task?' Lenin wrote on this subject as
follows:
"The Government was concerned with onJy one thing,
namely, with surreptitiously renewing the predatory international treaties concluded by the Tsar with the capitalists
of Gr~at Britain and France, putting a brake on the
revolu~ion as cautiously and unostentatiously as possible,
promising everything but fulfilling nothing~· .1
What were the S.R.s. ~nd Mensheviks doing at the
time? Lenin wrote on this subject:
"The Socialist-Revolutionaries and Mensheviks in.the
'contact commission' piayed the part ~f simpletons who
were fed on pqmpc;ms phrases, promises and 'tomorrows'.
Like the crow in the fable the S.R.s. and Mensheviks succumoed to flattery, artd listened with satisfaction to the
assurances of t~e capitalists that they valued the Soviets
highly and would not take a single step without them".2
What were the results of such a state of things? Lenin
wrote on this subject:
"But, in' realify. time passed .and the Government of
capitalists did absolutely nothing for the revolution. O~
the contrary, in detriment to the revolution it managed
during th'is period to renew the' secret predatory treaties;
or rather to confirm them and 'vitalise' them by supple-,
· m~ntary and·no less secret negotiations with the diplomats
qf Anglo-French imperialism. In df!triment to the revol~ion it managed during this period to lay the foupdations
of counter-revolutionary organisation of (or at lea~t of
do r relations among) the generals and officers .Of .the
ar on active service. In detriment to the revolution, it
ma aged to begin the organisation of the industriali.sts,
manufacturers and mill-owners, who were obliged to make
yo'ncession after concession under pressure from the
workers, but at the same time were beginning to saootage
production apd to make preparations for bringing it to
a standstill at a favourable moment" .~
1 Lenin. Sdectt:d Works (English edition), VI, p. 196.
Ibid.
3 Ibid., pp. 1g6·197.
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But, wrote Lenin, "the revolution is enlightening all
classes with a rapidity and thoroughness unknown in
normal peaceful times".1 The revolution was giving the ~
people "the richest and most valuable lessons".
It was first and foremost the advanced ...sections of· the
working class, the peasantry and the intellectualswholearnt
these lessons from the February-March Revolution and
from al~ .the subsequent course of its devefopment, grad- .
ually grasping the substance of the po)icy of the Provis: ~
ional Government and of the Menshevik-S.R. support !
of that Government. Before their very eyes counter-revo- t
lut.ion was growing up, promoted and actively supported '.
by the "Socialist" Ministers, ·and· with the way prepared ;
for it by the offensive against the "internal foe", i.e., the c
revolutionary workmen and peasants. 'At the same time
bourgeois counter-revolution was making ready fot the
offensive at the front as well, being whipped up by the
Allie~ capitalists who demanded "war to a victorious .
·conclusion", to the last ... Russian soldier. The influence i
of the S.R. and Menshevik leaders over the masses was ·
de.d ining more and more. This was confirmed by the ;
demonstration of 18th June, 1917, which brought, in:
Lenin's words, "a remark.ably imposing victory for the~
slogans of the revolutionary proletariat, the slogans of the .
Bolsheviks, among the Petrograd masses". 2 To the demon- ·
stration of June 18 Kerensky, doing the bidding of the !
Russian and no less the Anglo;French capitalists, replied ~
by announcing an offensive at the front, in order to para-]
t
lise the political significance of June 18.
anp;
S.R.s.
the
tied
June
18
expression,
In Lenin's vivid
M~nsheviks to the triumphal chariot of the bourgeoisie,:
~
a~ "Servants of the capitalists.
of)
The demonstration of 3 and 4 July was an outburst
indignation on the part of the masses; it was their reply 1
tq the introduction of counter-revolutionary troops intoi
Petrograd, to Kerensky's restoration of the death penalty~
at the front, to the disarmament by cadets and officers ofj
i'

I . , p. 1!)7.
Jb'd
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Ibid., p . .t61.
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the revolutfonary workers and revolutionary soldiers, to
the arrest of some of ·them and to the persecution and
closing-down of Bolshevik newspapers.
It was a time when the military· clique reaily ran riot,
overwhelming the so-called "socialist" leaders of Mensheviks and S.R.s., conscientiously. working for their capitalist masters.
In Lenin's article, "Lessons of the Revolution", written
at the end of July, the great leader of the Socialist revolution gave a remarkable analysis of this dizzy succession,
of one· phase of the revolution to another, a succession
which provided a classical confirmation of the ol<;l Marxist
truth concerning the instability of the position of the petfy
bourgeoisie and petty· bourgeois democrats, who always
tum out to be plodding at the tail of the bourgeoisie,.. as
its feeble appendage, an obedient tool in the hands of the
kings of finance.
,
It was a remarkable conclusion which Lenin drew at
the end of July, 1917, on the ,basis of an analysis .of the
experience of the Russian revolution, which had~onfirmed
the experience undergone in its time ,b y the petty. bourgeoisie in England and France :
"The lesson of the Russian revolution is that there is'
no escape for the masses from the iron grip of \Var; famine'
and enslavement to the landlords and capitalists µnless
they completely break with the Socialist-Revolutionary
and Menshevik parties, unless they clearly recognise the
treacherous role of the latter, unless- they. renoupce all
compromise with the bourgeoisie and resolutely come over
to the side of the revolutionary workers. Only the revolutionary workers, if they are supported by the poorest
peasants, are able to break the re,sistance of the capitalists
and lead the· people to the conquest of the land witQ.out
compensation, to complete liberty, to victory oyer famine,
to victory over the war, to a just and lasting peace".1
That was ·what Lenin wrote during the prelude to the
Great October Revolution, which prilliantly confirmed
l Ibid., PP· 2os-204.

his faultless analysis of events in the period of develop ment '
of the Februa ry-Mar ch revoluti on, describe d above.

•

•

•

The crisis of the revoluti on was deepeni ng. The political atmosph ere was becomi ng more and more heated, and
class contrad ictions in the relation s between the CadetOctobri st camp and the Menshe vik-S.R . circles, headed.
by their Ministers, which had complet ely gone over to it,
were becomi ng more and IJ?.Ore acutt. In a number of most
importa nt stateme nts of principl e Lenin and Stalin posed,
in all its magnitu de.the problem of the proletar iat taking
possession of State authorit y. In his article, "From a
Publicist's Diary", Lenin exposed the petty bourgeois· ·
illusions of Sukhan ov and the like, the characteristic ,
feature of which was a middle-class trustfulness in good~
will, as Lenin wrote, a trustfulness which found expression
in the assertion that the Provisional Govern ment may rest
on the will of the Soviets, and that the Menshe vik-S.R .
majority in the Soviets was able withou t particul ar effort
to change the policy of the Provisional Govern ment. Lenin.
demons trated that in all previous revoluti ons the will of
the majorit y of the people, of the majority of workers and
peasants, had been in favour of democracy, and yet the
majority of revoluti ons had ended in the defeat of democracy. That was what had happen ed in the revoluti on
of 1848. Lenin emphasised that that was the revoluti on
wh ich most resembled the revoluti on of 1917. He recalled
how Marx had "mercilessly ridicule d the petty bqurgeo i
democrats who wished to gain victories by means of
resolutions and references to the will of the majority ot
the people",1 and came to the conclusion that referenc
to the majorit y of the people decides nothing when i
'
comes to concret e problem s of the revoluti on.
Lenin e~phasised that in a revoluti on it is necessary t
defeat the hostile classes, to overthro w the State powe
which defends those classes, and that for this purpose "th
will of the majorit y of the people" is not enough and fore
on the part of the revoluti onary classes i~ essentia l. Leni •
1

Lenin. Colle,ted Works (English edition), XXI, part
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explained jn'this article that this must be the force of suc,h
rev9lutionary classes as have the will and capacity to fight;
the force musl be. sufficiently powerful to ,crush .the force
of the enemy, at the decisive ;notn.ent and in the decisive
p.lace. 1
Lenin taught that questions pf class _struggle must be
put in a concrete way~ he showed that to substitute these
concrete questions at moments of particular acute class
struggfe by general 'references to the. will of the people
would be worthJ only of the most thick-witted pettybourgeoil1.
Lenin dwelt in detail on the views of Sukhanov, who
\\'<lS one of. the outstanding' Jr;a~~rs of Menshevism in
Russia.. : Lenin did this because Sukhanovism was typical
of thousan"ds of similar philistine arguments-argum ents
of which Lenin wrote that they jgnore the· history of. the
parties concerned and even strike out that history altogether. Yet at the same..time h~tory shows that appeal to
such concepts as "voluntary con~ent", "goodwill'' artd so
forth, is only a scree:r;i for further and further abandonment of.-principle. To the Menshevik and .S.R. illusions,
with their concomitant passion £qr conciliation, compromise and direct betrayal of the interests of die,worl<ing
masses in favour of the capitalists, Lenin and Stalin
opposed-th¢ policy and tactics of organising all the forces
of the prolefariat and preparing them for a new Socialist
revoltJtion.
"If we look at things as a ·historian of politics in general
and a Marxist in particular'ought to look at them",·wwte
Lenin in September, i917, "thai is, examining events
in their interconnection, it becomes perfectly clear that: a
decisive turn now is not only not' easy' but, on the, contrary,
absolutely impo&Sible without a new revolution." 2 Lenin
did not put tP,e q_uesiion of whether su€h a revolution was
desirab1e or undesirable, of whether it-would be or could
be peaceful and legal. Lenin warned the reader .that he
was placing on record the historical .impossibility of a
drastic turn in the further course of events gegun in
1
2

Ibid., p. 1.µ.
Ibid .. p. 1<t6'

February..:.._March, 191,7 without a new revolution. He I1
attacked fy(ensheviks like Sukhanov who did not see this 1
and could not understand it, or made believe not to under:1
stand it, _a nd who, like a multitude of other petty-bourgeoi~
democrats, were soothing the· pe.opl~ with ~heir "parlout1
games", spreading their irresponsible, illiterate and quite'j
criminal nonsense. (Lenin)
At this time the Bolshevik Parfy saw its principal task
as-the.•preparation of the minds and mo9ds of the masse~1
-of the people, and particulatly of their vanguard, the pro:
letariat, for the inevitability of.a sharp turn in the develop
nient of the r~volution, a turn the success of which woul
qepend entirely on the class consciousness of the· worker
and poorest· peasants, their degree of organisation, thei
preparadness for revolutionary action. T!ie problem }va
to mobilise proletarian forces willing and able, in .Lenin'
words, to fi~ht for the Socialist revolution against th
counter-revolutio nary generals and landlords, The latte
were actively, preparing to put a stop to tbe growth of th
strengt~1 of the rtwolutionary workers and peasants"by pro
claiming a military dictatorship. The Kornilov rebellio
revealed tbe plans of this counter-revolutio nary conspirac ·
in full pieasure. The rebellion collapsed; but its failur
did nol .stop the· counter-revolutionary leadership whi<;
was ~aking ready for a military dictatorship. Stalin wrot
of this conspirary against the revolution, in his articl
bearing that title, .as the "collective dictatorship" of
directory, with the aim of crushing the revolution an
establishing the dictatorship of the imperialist hour
ge-0i~ie. '(~talin.)

Analysis of the Kornilov-Kerens ky conspiracy led t
a number of conclusions of great practical ~nd theoretic
importante. - Dra~ving these conclusions, Stalin set fort
the chaiactertistic f~atu:res oflfictatorship by the imperfa
list bourgeoisie. Stalin showed that such dictatorship i
the .domination of an aggressive and exploiting minorit
overthi'working majority which thirsts for peace; that it~
a d1ctatbrship·behin d the scenes, secret, masked, caiculate,
to deceive the masses; that .it is a dic.tatorship which relie
upon violence against the mas§es.

18

Stalin ended his analysis by the conclusion : "Democratic" deceit reinforced by violence, violence screened by
"democratic" deceit-such are the alpha and omega of the
aictatorship of the imperialist bourgeoisie.
Stalin's second conclusion was that the_conspiracy in
question was a continuation of counter-revolution, which
arose from the requirements of the imperialist war and th~
policy of offensive.
The third conclusion drawn-by Stalin was that the revolution could not be protected- againsf the conspiracy of
counter-revolution without ending the imperialist war and
winning ?- democratic peace, for which- purpose it w;ts
necessary to "remove" the apthority of the .Provi,sional
Governm.ent and put a new Government in power.
Stalin wrote: "For this it is necessary to ~ran,sfer pqwer
into the hands of new revolutionary class~s of .the ·proletariatand the revolutionary peasantry~ For this it is necessary to concentrate power within the mass revolutionary
organisation, within the Soviets of Workers'-, Soldier$' and
Peasants# Deputies.
"These cla~ses and these organisations, and only they,
saved the revolution from the Kornilov plot. It is tli~y w~o
will ensure victory for the revolu~i9n.
"It is this that \\rill constitute the sentence.passed on the
imperialist bourgeoisie and its agents, the .conspirat~rs" .1
Lenin and Stalin in these days-it. was t):Ie beginning
of October-were calling on tl}.e workers to prepare fo.r
repelling acHon in order to crush the counter-r~volution
at the roots. .
In his speech at the meeting oft~ Central Gommittee
of the Party on -16 October, i 917, Stalin urged that 'there
should be no waiting for the counter-revolution, io prepare·
and organise itself. At the end of his.remarks; as can be seen
from the brief minute, Stalin pointed o,Y.t that "the ·Petrdgrad Soviet .has already entered 'the.path of if!surreetion
by refusing to sanction the withdrawal of. troops. The~ Fleet
has already re~olted, since it has gone against Kerensky.
1

Stalin. Collected Works (-R.~ian edition), III, p. 355.

Consequently we must take our stand firmly and irrevocably on the path of insurrection"/

The Bolshevik Party on the eve of October devoted
great attention to the problem .of peasant r~serves in the
proletarian revolution·. In September, 1917, Lenin addressing th,e pe31sants,'-exposed the treachery of the S.R. -party·
which, as Lenin wrote in his article "Peasants and Workers'', had betrayed the cottages and taken the side of the
palaces, those palaces where the worst enemies of the
reyolution, and the peasant revolution in ·particular, hadj
instalted themselves in the same Government as the Chernovs, Peshekhonovs and Avxentyevs. Lenin recalled the
writings of Engels on the peasant question ("The Peasant•
'Question in France arid Germany" of 1894), ,and partic-'.
ulady that passage in his famous work where he says tha.'t:
the Socialists do not even dream of expropriating the small
pe~sant~ aI].d that their objective in relation to the s~allA
peasants. consists primarily in transforming their private•
prop~rty and private production into co-operative pro
duction and co-operative propetty, not by force but b
.dint of•example and the offer of public assistance. Leni ·•
pointed out that the war had in practice confronted.Russi
w).th a problem of precisely this kind .
.Lenin"pointed,to the fact that not a single intelligen
Socialist. would, quartel 'Yith the poor peasantry because
the peasant~ wanted to retain their petty econ,omy. Leni1!
wro'te:
,
"If the land is confiscated, this means that the rule of th
banks has' been undermined; if the stock is ..confiscated,
it means that the rule of capital has been undefmined,
and, with the proletariat ruling in the centre, with .th
transfer of political pow.er to the proletariat, the.:.res~ will ·
come of itself, will come as a result of the 'force of
example', it will be prompted by experience itself.
"
"The transfer of political power to the proletariat-\
there, is the crux. Afte.f 'that, ~verything essential, basic~
i

1
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and fundamen~l in the programme of the 242 instructions1 will become realisable. And life. will show what
modifications are needed in. realising it. That is the fast
thing to worry about. Wt are not doctrinaires. Our teaching is not a dogma'but a ·guide-to action.'' 2
Here once again Lenin emphasised the vety great
importance of experience, and particularly cr£ the experi'
ence of millions.
or the Marxists know the
Marx
that
claim
not
do
"We
Lenin wrote.
concrete-detail'',
every
in
road to.Socialism
of this roa.d,
direction
·fhe
know
"That is nonsense. We
and
co)1cretely
but
it,
along
lead
we know what class forces
of
experience
the
from
only
practically it will be learned
task.·'~
the
'l1p
take
the millions when they
In a number of articles during these pre-Octob~r
months, w~eks and days Lenin unmasked the decepti9n
and provocative inventions of the enemies of the prqletarian revolution, who present~d a .gr:ossly pistorted
picture of someone wanting to "introduce" Socialism into
Russia by a single edict, without :r.eckoning eitlier with the
level of technique or with the abuntlance of smaJl enterprises or with the habits and will of the majority. Traitors
to the cause of Sotialism "frightened" society by this~care
crow of Socialism, which the Bolshev.iks, they .alleged, were
about to introduce by a single stroke. of tht; pen. Lenin
and Stalin tirelessly exposed'. this lie, wictely used' by the
Menshevik, S.R.s. a..nd Cadets-"all those traitor-leaders"
who "de,ei.ve thei11 own conscience and deceive the people.
by saying that Russia is 'not yet ripe for the introduction
of Socialism' ". (Len'in.)
Thus persistently and steadily did the Bolshevik Party,
headed by Lenin and Stalin, mstil into the consciousness·
of the ·mass of the people the gteat .idea of the necessity
for power passing into the hah~s of the workers and
peasants, in order to save the people from the ruin which,
day by day, the counter-revolutionary bourgeoisie an,d
their "Socialist" henchmen were l?reparing for it. These
This rerers to the 242 instructions kiven by p«:;isanl meetings to delegates of
the tst All -Russian Congress of Peasant Soviets in Petrograd, in 1917.
a Lenin . Collected Works (English edition), XXI, part 1, p. 133.
3 Ibid.'
1
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_gentlemen dreamed of crushing the maturing proletarian
revolution and averting the coming disaster to the capitalist regime. The crisis was coming more,and more tG a!
head, disaster was approaching ·nearer and nearer to the
landlords and 'Capitalists. Socialism was· knocking .af. the~
doors of Russia.. Contradictions were becoming more;
acute, the "middle way" was .fast disappearing.
In these days Lenin wr9te: "Here there is no middle.
way. The .objective cours(Y'of development is such that
' from monopolies (and the war has multipli~d their;
numbers, role ana importance ten-fold) it is impossible·fo
~o forward _wit4out moving towards SQcialism". Further~
on he ·wrote :
"I~ is impossible to stand still in history, in general, and
in war time, particularly. One must go either forward or ~
bac,k. In twentieth-century R~~sia, which has won ·a•
republic and tlfo democratic way of .life by revolutionaryl;
means,. it is impossible to go forward without going
towards Socialism, ·without taking steps towards it (step~·
conditioned and determ1ned by the level of t~chnique antl
culture:. large-scaJe machine economy cannot be :in~ro
duced' in"to p,easan..t agriculture, and cannot be abolishedJ
in tne sugar industry).
"A~d. if ope is-afraiQ. to go forward, that means going•
bac~-2-which is j~st what the Kerenskys·are doing. to the~
dt!ligqt of J.l:ie M1lyukovs and Plekhanovs, and with the.I
stupid. assistance' of the Tseretellis and Chernovs" .1
J'h~ .war had brought humanity nearer to Socialism,
Lenin wrote in these historic days. "The imperialist war
is the eve of the So~ialist revolution. And this not onty
because the war with its horrors is generat:lng proletarian
insµrrection-tlo insurre~tion will create Socialism i
-Socialism has not matured economically-but_ becaµse .
S~te mohopoJy capi~lism is the most complete material·;
preparati~m fot Socialism, the ante-chamber to Soci(l,lism, ·;
that step on 'the historical stairway which is separated from..
the step' ~a)led ~ocialism by no int(:rmediate steps".2
In the article "The Threatening Catastrophe and How
j
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to Fight lt", Lenin gives an exhaustive a'nalysis of the

approaching collapse of capitalism in Russia. and of the
birth Qf new Socialist relations in society.
I

the end of September and the ~eginning of October
Lenin was already demanding pra~tical measures· ·to prepare ·insurrecti9n ("Marxism arid Insunecti6n").
Leni~ sketched out a plan of insunectiQn, de!llanding
that it should be approached.in a MarX'ist way, as he wrote,
j.e., as an 'art. In this plan he provided for such measures
as the otganisation of a st,aff for the insurgent detachments,
the disposition of the armed forces, the occupation of the
fortress of Peter a:nd Paul, the invest,ment of the Alexander Theatre, ' the arrest of the General Staff and the
Governmenf, the occupation of the c~nt~l telegraph and
telephone offices, etc. Lenin dema_nded the o):-ganisa~6n
of such detachments of armed workers as were: "ready to
sacrifice themselves to the last man rather than allow the
enemy to penetrate .into the centre of the city", ready for
...
"the desperate final battle". . .
Party
.~e
of
ee
Committ
·Central
the
to
Lenin proved
that it was essential for the Bolsheviks · ~o take: power
immediately. The 4ay of the insurrection could be settled
with the masses; but it was nec~ssary immediately to.take
practical steps to make clear to the whole Party the fask
facing it: "To put on ~he agenda the armed insurrection
at. Petrograd and Moscow, the conquest of power and the
overthrow of the Government ... History will not. forgive
us if we do not seize power now . . . Seize power now
simultaneously at Moscow and~ at Petrograd". (Lenin
added: "It does not matter which begins, perhaps Moscow
can begin"). "We shall conquer, unquestion_ably and un•
doubtedl y" .1
Lenin and Stalin, leaders of the Rroletarian revolutio1',
were confidently leading the proletari~t forward to "tlie
last de~isive fight" in the name of ·socialism. Inspired
themselves by profound faith in success, Lehin and Scilin
inspired the, masses of workmen, soldiers a;nd peasants,
~y
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organising ,and ·carefully preparing for the armed ~Jsur-j
rect:ion. Lenin and Stalin energetically developed the.
necessa'ry measures in this direction, taking s~~s to
assure commµnications bet'feen Petrograd, Mosc,ow and
the other urban centres of the country, seeing to it that
all, the·most important Party organifations should clearly
understand "th~ aims and"objects of insurrection so as to.
be able to take part in it ·.in full knowledge and upder-1
standing of this important act. Lenin's remarkabl~ letters
to the Central Committee •of the Russian Social-Democratic I..:abour Party· (Bolsheviks)-"Marxi~m and 1nsur
rection" and ~'The Bolsheviks Must Take Power"
excellently served that purpos~ . Stalin then and ther
proposed that these letters should be issued to the mos
important Party organisations. The traitor Kamen~y1
~bJected, and tried to get this proposal rejected, but failed.,
Kamenev's attempt to render yet one more service to the
tounter-revolutionary conspirators was unsuccessful.
.
The Mensheviks and Socialist-Revolutionaries raised
the·spt:;ctre of civil war.' Lenin and Stalin exposed the~ .
fore-doomed attempts to terrify the revolutionary workmen and peascµits, who under the leadership of the Bol
shevik Party, headed by Lenin and Stalin, were confidently and energetically preparing for insurrection, fo
the seizur.e of power, for deci~ive battle for the power of
the Soviets. ~
.In ~ letter to members of the Central Committee of the
Par,ty, written on 6 November (24 9ctober, Old StyleY
1917, Lenin appealed to the Central Committee·with th
words : "We must not w~it I We may lose everythi:Qg I"
Lenin and Stalin pointed out that all forces must b
mobilised and that• "under no circumstances must power
be left in the hands of Kerensky and Co. until Novembe
7 (October 25), not under any -circumstances, the matter:
·must ,be decided unconditionally, this very evening or
this very night.
"History will not forgive revolutionaries for procras- }
tina~ing wlien they can be victorio~s to-day (and certainlyl
will be victorious to-day), while they risk losing much:
to-morrow, in fact rlsk losing everything. . .
'
(
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"The Government is wavering. It must be finished off
at all costs .. Delay in action is in the likeness of death'~.
Thal:. same day, in Rabochi P.ut of .24 October, i917,
under the heading "What Do We Need-?" Stalin was
writing> "What we need is to replace the present government of landlords and capitalists oy a new government of
workers and peasants. The present self-appojnted government, not elected by the p-eople and not responsible tg
the people, must be repl~ced by a government recognised
by the peopJe, electe<l by represe~tatives of the ,v-orkers,
soldiers an<l peasants and respon's1ble to those represe:i;itatives". a
Stalin ..pointed out that in this way, .and· only in this
way, peace, bread, land and liberty could be won.
Stalin called on the workmen, soldiers, peasants,
Cossacks and all working people to gather together all
their strength, to rise up all as one man, to hold meetings,
elect delegations, express their demands through those
,
delegations to tlie Congress .of Soviets.
Stalin wrote: "Power must pass, into the hands of the
Soviets ·of Workers', Soldiers' and Peasants' Deputies. A
new Government mast be in power, elected by the Soviets,'
replaceable by the Soviets, responsible to the Soviets".~
The hour of Socialist revolution had struck I '
1

•

As we have seen, Lenin and Stalin were steadily preparing the Russian working class and the advanced
masses of the peasantry for the organis~tion of· Sov1et
power on a truly Socialist basis. What was involved'. ~as
the transformation of the Sovie~ into geiniiJlely-revolutionary organs of ~he dictatorship of the proletariat, organs
of the new State authority, capable of giving effect to the
great programme of Socialist transformation of our
country.
Lenin and Stalin ruthlessly exposed the vices and
defects of the Menshevik and S.R . Soviets. But it is striking
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that, in spite of these vices and· crying defects of Soviets~
where the Menshevik and S.R. were doing their black:
work of tr~achery to Socialism, Lenin and Stalit\1 with,
the genius of leaders of the.proletarian revolution, saw in.4
those Soviets .the- embryos of a genuinely new people's t
revolutionar.y authority.
~
·~Humanity has not evqlved, and we.do not as yet know, i
a type of government superior to .and better than the.i
Soviets 'bf Workers',· Agricultural Labourers', Peasants',
and Soldi~rs· Deputies" .1
••
To the Soviets belonged the·futu:re. The Soviets wouldj
take power, all power, into their own hands, eliminating
the condition of dual power represented by the existence
of the Provisional Government .on the one side a:nd th
Soviets of Workers' Deputies on the other. This would
'be the result of the struggle, a:qd of tl.ie considerable effort
which the class-conscious workers would have to put forth
to wjn the ,!Ilajority over to their side.
"We <1;re not Blanquists, we. are not in favour of th<;t
~eizure of· power by a minority", wrote Lenin in his.
rem~rkable article "Dual ·Power". "We are Marxists, we ,
.~fand fdr a prQletariai;i class struggle against petty-hour-',
geois poison, .against jingoistic defencism, phrasemongering, dependence qn.the bourgeoisie".3
•
Like brigh't rays of light, Lenin's great ideas illuminated~
the road aheaq for the forward movement of the proletariat, 'breakipg down out-of-date and old-fashioned for.;
mqlas and pointing out the new and powerfal ideas
'cofning ·forw~rd to replace them.
On the threshold of the October Revolution Lenin's
genius .foretold-scientifically foretold-t he future, con-.
fidently directing the attention of the Bolshevik Party to
-new problems and new tasks, pointing out to the Party
and to the working class ne-w meth~ds of solving them:
ne.w patH.s of victorious advance for the prolet.a,r:ian revo-·~,
lution which was gathering strength.
.,
L~~in, wh<;>se genius led the revolu'tion, was ,,a bolq '
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tion and routine,. a destroyer of i:_nouldy "traditions" and
"theories of yesterday". ·
When "objectors" clamoured against .beriin's new ideas
and formulas as contradictory to Bolshevik watchwords-as happened, for example, with Len!n'S assertion that with
the transfer of State power into the hands orthe bourgeoisie, "the-bourgeois or bourgeois-democratie revolution
in Russia is over~', Lenin fearlessly "ccepted battle aQ.d
·
routed the "objectors":
replied to 1
Lenin
ideas'',
and
slogans
"The Bolshevik
the objectors_, "in genera1 have been fully con.firm.ed by
history, but actually things have turned out difjereritly
than what could have beep anticipat~d ~y anyone)-mor:_.e
1
.
original, more peculiar, more <;olourful".
formula
the
that
seen
had
Lenin
2917
April,
in
Already
of
of "the revolutioHary-democratic dictator:ship the proletariat and peasantry", brought to ljfe in th~ shape -of
the Soviets of Workers' and Soldiers' Deputies, was out
of date.
"Real life has ·brought it", wrote Len~n, "from the
realm of formulas into the realm of reality, clothed it iri
flesh and blood, lent it concrete form, and thereby,,cha'flged.
it".
And Lenin showed hpw this had happened-how pew,,
tasks were now on the agenda: "to effect a split with~n
this dictatorship bet.ween the proletarian elements {ai:i~i,.,
jingo, internationalist, 'Communist' elements.. who stand
for a transition to the commune) and the pet.ty-prppri~tor
or petty-bourgeois elements (Chkheidze, :Yseretelli, Steklov, the Socialist-Revolutionai::ies and 9ther rev.olutionary
jingoes, opponents 0£ the movement towards the commune, who favour 'support' of the bourgeoisie and the.
bourgeois government)". 2
Lenin taught what he called "the incon~estable. truili
that a Marxist must take cognisance 10£ living lif~, of the
true facts of reality, and must'not continue clinging to ttie
theory of yesterday which, like eveTYi theory.. at best only
1
2
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indicates the main and the general, only approximate!
embraces the complexity of life".
Lenin adds: "Theory, my friend, is grey, but green i.
the eternal tree of lif.e". 1
·
Theory-t he old theory, not yet tested }?y the practic
gf life· had taught· the folJowing : that after the rule o
the bourgeoisie there could and mu~t follow the rule o
the proletariat and the peasantry, their aictatorship. But
Lenin pointed out, in real· life, th_ings had turned ou
-otherwise: "an extremely original, new, unprecedente
tinterweaving of the one with the other has taken place
Side by side, together and simultaneously, there exist bb
the rule of the bourgeoisie (the goyernment of Lvov an
Guchkov) and the revolution ary-democ ratic dictator,
ship of the proletariat and peasantry, voluntarily cedin
power to the bourgeois.ie, voluntarily transforming itsel
into an appendage of the bourgeoisie". a
Lenin poin~ed· to such a fact as power in Petrogra
being effectively in the l:iands of the workers and soldiers
and the new bourgeois government being unable t9 us
violence against them .. since "there is no police, no arm
separate from the people, no ~!mighty officialdom standing
over the people. This is a fact. It is precisely the kind o
fact which. is characteristic for a State of the type of th
Paris Commune. This fact does not fit into the ol
schemes. One must know how to adopt schemes to life
and not'-to ·repeat words which have become meaningle
about 'the dicfatorship of the proletariat and peasantry
in general". 3
Lenin taught us to see facts, to see the concrete', an
not "in general";· to see the real, not the conjectural; to
start' from the actual, not from the possible; not to fal
into subjectivism, into the policy of a Louis Blanc, but,
as becomes a Marxist, to be guided by cogni~ce of reality~
At this tifue Lenin persistently warned against any
attempts to "leap over" an incomplete revofutiop of
bourgeois-de,mocratic character to a Socialist revolution,
i I bid., p.
a Ibid ..
3 Ibid.
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spurning the Trotskyist formula of "No Tsar; but a workers' government" as a sign of subjecti'Vism, as a formula
of Blanquist adventurism. Lenin taught the necessity .of
working patiently to mjlke certain of a majority in the
soviets, since only the rule of the majority, irf Lenin's
view, and tlfe a~tivity of the masses would en.sure t~e success of the- proletarian ,revolution.
With what great and profound faith in the creati:ve
powers of the proletatiat, the future ruler of the world,
were.imbued Lenin's simple and proud words:
"I am profoundly convi'nced that the Soviets of Workers', Soldiers', and Peasants', Deputies will make the ihdependent activity of the masses of the people a reality more
quickly and effectively than will a parliamentary' republic
(more detailed comparison of the two types of State in
another letter). They will decide better, more practically;
more correctly how steps can be ta'ken towards ,Socialism,
and just what steps they can be.. Contrpl over a_bank,
amalgamation of all banks into one, is no_t yet Socialism,
but it is. a step towards Socialism. To-day such steps are
being taken in Germany by the Junkers and tne· bourgeoisie against the people. To-morrow the Soviet of~
Workers' and Soldiers' Deputies will be able to.rake these
steps, t0 'the greater advantage of -the pe,ople, if all ~tate
power is in its hands" .1
Great and p_rophetic words I A great truth, uriknown
to the world before Lenin, discovered oy Lenin : the
programme, of the struggle for Socialism I
Lenin foresaw the birth of a new State, a St-ate of a new
type.
The Soviets of Wbrkers', Soldiers' and 'Peasants'
Deputies, wrote Lenin in his work "The Tasks of ~he
Proletari~t in Our Revolution " (April, 1917) "are.repi:_oducing that type of State which was being evolved by the
Paris Commune, and which Marx called 'the political
form, at last discovered, under which to work out the
'
economic emancipation of labour' ".2
I

1
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This idea runs like a red thread through the numero u
'speeches and writings of· Lenin, which brought a ne
conception into Marxist dqctrine of the p_roletarian. revo
lution and the Socialist State.
·
There were not a few "politicians" jn ,those days wh
did not understand the signifiqmce or this conception
althoug h.it contained with1n· it·an entite epodi.
·
Lenin wrote·on this subject in the article just ·quoted :
"The Soviets of "Workers', Soldiers', Peasants' and othe
Deputies are not understood; not only in the 'Sense tha
their class chara~ter, their role irr the R:ussian re'voluti0
is not cleai: m the majority. They ate not understo6d als
in the· sense that they constitute a' new form, or rather
new type of State.
"The most pe! fect and advanced type of bourgeois Stat
is t:hat of a parliamentary democratic republi c: power i
v.ested in parliament; the State machine, the apparatus
the organ of administratiQn are of the usual kind: a stand
ing army, police, officialdom which in practic;e is urt
changeable, privileged, standing over the people". 1
Later on, in his work "State and Revolutiqn' ', . pro·duced almost on the very eve of the great October
Revolution (August~September, 2917), Lenin gave •
classical chan!cterisation of the State of ·a new .type t .
which' the proletarian revolution of the twentieth ceritur
was giving birth, and of its difference in principle .fro
the parliamentary State produced by the bourgeois revo
l~tion ~f the nin~teenth c~ntury.
Lenin wrote in "State and Revolution" of one strikin
measure of tb~ Paris Commu ne: the abolit~on ot all
mo)'letary privilegeft for officials and the reduction of the
remuneration of dll servants of the State to the level o
'"workmen's -wage('. In this measure of the Co_mmune
Lenin saw,'as he wrote, "tl\e rnr11.from bourgeois democ-\
racy to profetarian democracy, from the democracy·of the
<;>ppr~ssors to the democracy of the oppressed classes, from ·
the State as a 'special force' for·the suppression of definit.e
classes .to the suppression of the oppressors by the $eneraL
1
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force of ~.h e majority of the people-the workers and the

'
peasants .1
·1n the experienc~ of -the Paris Commune Lenin saw
the way to the organisation of a State of a new type, the
forerunner of which' were the Soviets of ·wQrkers' and
Peasants' Deputies.
"We are not· Utopians," wrote Lenin, "we 9o not
indulge in 'dreams' of dispensing·at once with all agmini-stration, with all subordination; these anarchist dreams,
based upon lack of understanding of the... tasks of the
dictatorship of the pro1.etariat, are totally a1ien to Marxism
and, in. practice, serve only. to postpone the Socialist revolution until human natur~ has been changed. No, we
want the S,ocialist revolution with people as they are nowl
people who .cannot dispense with subordination,. control,
'overseers and bookkeepers', but they must be subordinate.
to the armed vanguard of all the exploited, all the toilersto the proletariat. Measures can and must be taken at
once, overnight, to substitute for the specific methods of
'administration' by State officials the simple~ functions of
'overseers and bookkeepers', functions which are alreatly
fully within the capacity of the average city-dwelle.r, an~
can well be perfo.rmed for 'workmens wages' ".2
Lenin spoke not only of the necessity ,but also .of the
possibility of organising large-scale production,, s~rting
from what capitalism h~d already created, relying on the
workers' experience,· creating an irop. discipli~e whiolt
would be supported by the State authority of the armed
workmen.
The economic development of capitalist society }.vorks
irt this direction,. preparing the economic conditions for
the organisation of Socialist economy and Soc\al~t society.
The development of fapitalism itself prepares "the mechanism .pf public- housekeeping" (Lenin). Already a technically advanced and· highly ,organised mechanism )las
been created, which however is in the grip of_ "parasit~s"
-the class.of exploiters. They can be replcr~ed, b,y break1
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ing "with the iron.hand of the armed workmen the resj
tance of these exploiters" and after smashif)g "t
bureaucratic machine of the modern State"-by wor
men,- by the worK.ing people, who
carry on affai
in their own interests without capitalists, thus assprin
the .:welfare o( society.
In the remarkable chap~t;r df' "State and Revolution'
which deals with the aholition of parliamentaris
Lenin set forth- all the a.dvantages of the State of a ne'
type, the Socialist State, summing up at the ·end of th·
chapter as follo~s: "It is such a State, standins on sue
an economic foundation, that we need. This is what wi
bring aboµt the abolitiori of parliamentarism 'and th
P-reservation of representative institutions. .This is wha
will .rid the working classes of the prqstitution of the
iastitution~ · by the bourgeoisie" .1
From. ilie. first gays pf the March .revol.ution Lenj
firmly and ~onsistentJy ·led the working class ana th
advanced section of the peasantry of our country forwar
to struggle fot the transformation of the oourgeois-dem
cratic re\r'olution into a Socialist revolution. Side by sid
ith Lenin, at the head of this movement, went Stalin.
At the sixth Congress of the R.S.I;:>.L.f. (i6 July-.
-Augus~ 1917), Stalin reported on the political situatio
exposing the p9sit,ion ta.ken up by the Russian libe
'bourgeoisie and by Anglo-French capital which had est.a
lished harmonious relations with it, and which, in Stalin
apt words, wanted ."to
out in Russia .a little revol
tion, like that of the Young Turks, in order ·to rouse t.
enthusi.asm' bf tJ?-e masses of the people and' make ~se
them fbr a b,.ig war, leaving the' rule of the capitalists an
·fandlords in the main unshaken.
"A little revolution.for a bi~ war". 2
Bttt thi~ treacherous plan 'm et with th~-re'sistance of th
workers and peasants, ,who were seeking-t o quote fro
Stalin"s report-'"th~ radical break-up ,of the old order
what we c~ll a _great· re~olution: so as to be able to ovef
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throW the landlords, put a curb on the imperialist bourgeoisie, end the war and ensure the cause. of peace. A
great revolution and peace I " 1
This was a most profound class contradiction. This
contradiction, said Stalin, lay at the foundation of the
development of our revolution, at the foundation of "each
and every crisis of power".
Hence, Stalin said, the conclusion was that the revolution had come fairly and squarely' up against the necessity
of Socialist transformations. And the second conclusion
was : "The basic forces of the new movement will be the
town proletariat and the poorest strata of the peasantry.
It is ·they who will take power into their hands in the
event of victory".3
At the Sixth Congress Stalin, speaking of the watchword
of the transfer of power to the Soviets, said : "The Soviets
are the most appropriate form of organisation of. the
struggle of the working class for power, but the Soviets
are not the only revolutionary organisation. They are a
purely Russian form". But, Stalin emphasised, "the question is not of form but of what class receives power; the
decisive question is not one of form, but of whether the
working class was ripe for dictatorship".3
On 13 October, 1917 (O.S.) i.e., barely a few days before
the victory of the October Revolution, in an article "The
Power of the Soviets", Stalin yet again made an analysis
of the watchword "All power to the Soviets!" He pointed
out that this was not only a popular slogan, but also the
sole true method of fighting for the victory of the revolution. The power of the Soviets, said Stalin, means the
dictatorship of the proletariat and the revolutionary peasantry, and the dictatorship of the proletariat and the
peasantry means a dictatorship without violence against
the masses, the dictatorship of the masses, a dictatorship to
curb the will of the enemies of those masses. 4
Lenin and Stalin at this time called on the Party to
multiply its efforts to rally the masses, to explain to the
l
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people, i.e., to the workers, peasants and soldiers, the ·
essity of overthrowing the gov~rnment of the Octob ·
Cadets, Mensheviks and S.R.s., and to explain to
people 'the urgency of "steps to Socialism which
practically matured" (from th~ resolution of the Ap,
1917 Conference of the R .S.D.L.P.).
When Rreobrazhensky, one.of the prominent Trotsk!
"theoreticians", tried. at the Sixth Congress to get thro
a Trotskyist amendment to one of the clauses of the r
lution, to the effect that ihe Russian proletariat co
advance to Socialism only if there were a proletarian r
lution in the West; Staliri spoke against this arhendm
declaring: "The possibility is not exchtded that it is J
Russia ;which will tum opt to be the country build
f}l~ .road to Socialisni" .1
Stalin said that in wartime conditions not a si
country was enjoying ~he liberty which Russia posses
or was trying to give effect to worker$' control of prod
tiop, f~1at our whole revolution was. wider in its sc
than in West~m Europe, where the·proletariat stood
to face with.the bourgeoisie in complete isolation, wh
in our country t}le workmen were supported·by th,<!' poo'
strata of'the peasantry. Stalin pointed out that them~ .
ery 9£ State of the Russian bourgeoisie was .weaker
less perfected. Stalin said :
'
"We must throw -aside t\le out-of-date conception
only Europe can show us the way. There is dogm
M~rxism and creative Marxism. I take my stand on
second. " 2
•
, Stalin talled on the workmen, peasants and soldie 1
replace the government of Kislrkin and Konovalov
government of workmen's, soldiers' and peasants' ae
ties. In his article "Wha~ Do We Need?" Stalin called
a united and resolute strµggle, looking forward to in'
table victory. He wrote: "And the whole country .
tlien march forward boldly and firmly to the conques
peace for the people. The land to the peasants, 'Qread,
work for the hungry. Power must p..ass into the nan
"
l Ibid., p. 186.
a Ibid., p. 187.

the Soviets of Workers', Soldiers' and Peasants' Deputies.

A new government must be in power, elected by the

Soviets, removable by the Soviets, responsible to the
Soviets ... " 1
That is how the Bolshevik Party taught and acted under
the guidance of the great leaders of the working masses,
Lenin and Sta1in.
i
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THE GREAT OCTOBER SOCIALIST
REVOLUTION AND -THE; BUILDING
OF $0CIALISM IN ONE COUNTRY

~

years ago, on 25 October (7. November), 19 17,
workers and peasants of Russia, under.1 the leadership o
t~ Bolshevik Party of Lenin and Stalin, overthrew t
.power of the landlords and capitalists and took power in~
tfieir own hands. The great O~tober Socialist Revolutio
was ;victorious. A new page in the history of our count
had opened. The victory of the October revolution mea .
"a radical change in the history of mankind, a radi
change in the historical destinies of world capitalism, .
radical change in th~ liberation movement of the worl
proletariat, a radical change in the methods of sti;ugg
.and the forms of organisation, in the life and traditions, ·
the culture and ideology of the exploited masses throug
out the world" .1
In his theory of proletarian revolution Lenin too.~
st~nd pn the law of the unequal developll}ent of capitali
wh\ch he had .discovered. 1..,enin, in formulating this la
based himself entirely on the laws of capitalist develo'
ment established by Marx and Engels, and in the first i
stance, on tpe Marxist thesis that "free competition giv
· tis~ to tl;le concentration of production :which, in turn,
a certain stage of its development leads to monopoly".a
Lenin in his turn demonstrated that "the rise of mon
polies as a result of the cqncentration of production is
any case a general and fundamental law of the prese
,
stage of developmen~ of capitalism".''
1
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Analysing numerous data .of ..the bourgeois economists,...
Lenin showed· to what extent b~nking 'm~:mopoly had
developed, how "quantity had passed into quality", irt
what precisely this was expressed, how the transition from
developed capitalism to imperialism tafes place.
Lenin showed-and this is of tremendous interest and
of vast significance at the present time as well, i.e., 32 years
after Lenin .first wrote the words in ·his immoi:tal work
'\Imperialism as the Highest Stage of Gapitalism"-.-~hat
"imperialism is tilt epoch of .finance capital and of monqpolies, which introduce everywhere- the striving for do;nination, not for freedom", and that the result of these tendencies is "reaction all along the line, ,whatever tqe political system, and an extreme ·intensification of existing
contradictions in this domain also" .1
Lenin quo~ed Hilferding, who cannot be suspected of
radicalism, and who asserted that jn the epoch of
imperialism and under the ,influence of capital ·imported
into newly opened-up aountries, "the .old social relations
become completely revolutionised. The age-long'
agrarian incrustation of 'nations witho,ut a history' is
blasted away, and they are drawn into the.capitalist whirlpool. Capitalism itself gradually procures for .the vaI)quished the means and r<;sources for their emancipation,
and they set out to achieve t4e same goal wh~ch, once
seemed highest to the European nations: the creation of
a united national State as ·a means to eoonomic and cultural freedom. This movement for national independenc;ethreatens European capital just in its most valuabl~ and
most promising fields of exploitation, and Eurqpean.tapital can maintain its domination only by continual~y increasing .its means of exert~ng violence".2 Lenin adaed to
what Hilferdihg had said that it was not only in newly
opened-up countries, but also in the olq, that imperialism
was leading to annexation, to increased national opptession and consequently al~o to increasing resistanc~.
To what conclusion was this analysis boq~d to 1ead?
That in conditions of imperiaiism forward developµient
1
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"is possib~e only ·towards Socialist society, towards the
Socialist revolution". 1 lt was precisely to this conclusion
that Lenin came; and it is a conclusion 'of exceptionally
great imt>ortance. It speaks, first of all, of the fact that
imperialism . inevitably ·leads to a strengthening of
reaction, which takes ~e shape of unceremonious intensi·
fication of pressure on qmntries which are weaker in the
etonomic and military sense. The thirst for gain and
domination reveals itself to the utmost. The veil of demo·
cracy which hitherto concealed naked imperialist greed
now ·falls and the bared teeth of. the beast appear before
the whole world, frankly and openly.
1
It speaks, furthermore, of. the fact •that there is an increased· striving for annexations; i.e., as Lenin empha·
sised, for infringements of national 'independence. It
speaks, finally, of the fact of the inevitably rising resistance to these tenden~ies, the revolutionising of ol\l s<;>cjal
relations, the deepening of tendencies among the
oppressed· nations to make a sta:r:id in defence of their
independence.
The present stage of development of imperialism fully
confirms this e:i_ctremely profound analysis 9f Lenin and the
conclusion~ which he dre~ therefrom. A proof af th.e impeccable accuracy of that ~onclusiorl, for example, ~s the
position of the United States of America in regard to
external affairs; today the U .S.A, is the most characteristic example of a State where finance-capital dominates' and where the course of foreign policy completely
reflects the features pointed out above.
The U.S.A. grants "help" to Greece and Turkey. The
U.S.A. is ready to give "help'' to France-on the condition, however, that the French "democrats" and
"Socialists" should agree to expel -the Communists 'from
the Government anti not allow them back. The U.S.A.
is ready to "help" Great Britain~ if the Labour Gov~rn
merrt renounces irs cl~jins to the Ruhr· and its plans <;>f
nationalisation. Jt is rea.dy to grant "aid" to ftaly, if
de Gasperi and 'the Vatican are also able to drive the
1
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Communists"out· of the Government, and to create such a
Government~ would be ready to worship the holy dollar.
The U.S.A. vs preparing to "help" the Yemen, Iran,
Iraq ana in faCt'filY country which is ready, in its turn, to
·1ean on ·American finance. and the American atom bomb.
Thus before Ol;lr eyes sacrifice is being offered on _tlie
altar of the American dollar, the sole lord of hum4n fates
in the world of imperialism. This sacrifice is being performed in accordance }Vith th~ most up-tG-date American
procedur~, operating according to all the rules of the
American patent for democracy.
Thirty years ago. speaking of the world policy of the
imperialist countries, Lenin wrote : "The intelligent
leaders of imperialism say to themselves: we cannot of
course attain our ends without throttling the small
nations, but after all tl}ere are two ways of throttling.
There are eases when it is more reliable and more profitable to acquire sincere and conscientious 'defenders of the
fatherland' in imperijtlist war by creating politically inde;
pendent States whose financial dependence 'we', of course,
will take care of I ''1
It seems as though these lines have only just been
written, so ,qesh are they, so accurately do they strike at
che most sore spot of modern imperialism I
Analysing the development of contradictions in the s~
tem of i~perialism, Lenin pointed out that: "Capitalism
has grown into a world system of colonial oppression and
of the financial ' strangulation of the overwhelming
majority of the population of the world 'by a handful of
'advanced' countries," and that "this 'booty' is being
shared between two or three powerful world marautlers
armed to the teeth (America, Great Britain, Japan) who
are involving the whole world in their war over the division of their booty" .2
Lenin pointed out that: "In consequence of the growth
of contradictions within the world s~~em of financial oppression, and of the inevitability of armed clashes, the
world front of imperialism becomes easily vulnerable to
1
2
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revolution, and a breach in this front
1individu~~
countries becomes probable". 1
?
,
From this Lenirr drew two conclusio s of worldhistorital importance, which at the same ti e determined,
the tactics of the Russian Communi ts dµring the
approach.to October, 1911 :
··
'
(a) The breach in the frbnt of imp rialism "is mo~."
likely to occur at those points and in those countries whet
the chain of the imperialist front is ,weakest, that is to say
where imperialism is least protect~d and where it i
easiest fot a revolution to expand".
•/
(b) "In view of this, the victory of Socialism in oi).'
<;ountry, even if this country is le.ss developed in the ca~i
'talist sense, while capitalism is •preserved in oth~
countries, even if these countries are more highly de".'t
lo~d in the capitalist sense, is quite possible an;
1
probable." 2
' •
• Such in a, few words, said Stalin, are the foundations o
Lenin'.s theory of revolution. This theory of revolutio.~
has a world importance, since it was the result of a gen
inely scientific analysis of imperialism, of th~ paths of i
development and its destruction. Lenin'~ theory of rev ·
lution ~s creative-and formative, calliI]g·tO action, organ~
ing and directing. In contradisrin,ction to the theory '
the opportunists, who wait for the proletarian revoluti6,
to mature in the most <j.eveloped capitalist countri~ ·
Lenin's theory speaks of proletarian revolution where tH
~i ~uation develops in the most revolutionary dire~tiq
even though that country in a capitalist sense is less devl
loped. This was a new statement of the question, the f'
sult of a further development by Lenin of the fundam
tal· principles of the fyfarxi~t theory of proletarian revol'
tion. Lenin and Stalin, pushing 'Marxist science forwar'
demonstrated that, in conditions of imperialism, the p<;>irl
of view which starts horn the existence of the absence .
objective conditions for proletarian revolutions in indi':'i;
dual countries, or mor~ precis~ly in this or that particu,\ \
,,
l:
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coun,try, i~ no longer adequate. "Now we must speak/~
wrote Stali , "of the existence of objective conditions for
the tevolµt n in the entire system ~f w9rld imperialist
economy as n integral unit. .. . Now the proletarian
revolution m st be regarded primarily as the result of the
development, the, contradictions within the world' system of irnReri ism, as tl'\e .result of the snapping of the
chain of tlie in\perialist world front in one country or
another." 1
Previously, i.e., in the era of the pre-imperialist stage of
capitalism, it was thought that the proletarian. revolution
would begin whe.re there was more development of
industry, where the proletariat constitutes a majority. "~o.
objects Lenin's theory of revolution; not necessarily where
industry is more developed, and so forth. The front of.capital will be pierced where the chain of imperialism ·is
weakest, for the proletarfan revolution is the result of the
breaking of the chain of the world imperialist front at its
weakest link... . "~
That ·is what happened in Russia in 1~p7, where "the
chain of the world imperialist front proved weaker than
in the other countries. It was there that the chain gave
way and provided an outlet for the proletarian revolution,'! wrote Stalin.
The reason for this was that "in Russia a great popular
revolution was unfolding,, and at its head marched the
revolutionary proletariat, which had such an 'importaµt
ally as the.vast mass of the peasantry who were oppressed
and exploited by the landlords". The reason was that "the
revolution there was opposed by such a hideous representative of imperialism as Tsardom, which lackeQ. all
moral prestige and was deservedly hated by the whole
population. In Russia the chain proved ·to be weaker, although that country was less .developed in a capitalist
sense than, say, France or Germany, England or
America". 3
Thus it fell to the lot of lhe Russia of those days to
1
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break the chain of world imperialism and begi · the. era
of proletarian revolutions.
Lenin and Stalin, who took ·the lead of .the rbletarian
revolution in i917 in Russia, based their c nfidenc~ of
success in the insurrectio n o_n an ancµysis of e situation
which had then been created in ·our countfy, on a strict
and precise analysis qf the balance of class .forces. They
relied on Lenin's theory of proletarian refolution , which
is based on Lenin's law of the unequal development of
capitalism and of the possibility of Socialism conquerin g
in a few coun~ries, or even in one taken by itself. This was
as different as h~aven from earth from the decadent and
demoralisin$ Trotskyi~t theory, which started from the
assumption that the proletarian revolutiqn could be victorious only on an internation al scale, and that the victory
of Socialism in one country was impossible.
CThe victory of the October Revplution showed how
mistaken was the universal theory of the simultaneo us
victory of the revolution in the main countries of Europe,
the theory of the impossibility of the victory of Socialism ,
in one country. 1 As we know it was just this theory which
the Trotskyists were giving out as the last word in science, ,
as.s erting that the victory of Socialism in one country W<l;S ·
impossible. Furthermo re, Trots~y directly' asserted that if·
"pur initiative" in the struggle for Socialism did not give ·
an impetus to the struggle in other countries, "it will be
hopeless .. . . to think that a revolutionary Russia, for '
example, could hold its own in fade of a conservative
Europe, or that a Socialist' Germany could remain isolated 1
in a capitalist world". 3
,
'{r6tsky set up in opposition to Len~n's theory of the :
victory of Socialism in one country the theory of the simul- '.
taneous victory of Socialis~ in the principal countries of .
Europe. Trotsky and his faithful echoes were simply using '
their "theory" to conceal their betrayal of the cause of'
Socialism. By this "thebry" they were attempting to disarrp the revolutionary Socialist movement in our country;
1
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to paralyse its efforts, to c~amp it down, to arre,s t the process of Spcialist construction in the U.S.S.R., to demobilise and disorganise the ranks qf the builders of Socialism.
At first we took this "theory" at its face value, as an ideological structure·which, although if diverged in principle
from our programme, was nevertheless dictated by pure
and scientific motives. But later things forned out to be
very different: it was .established that the followers of
Trotsky, Zinoviev, Bukharin, Kamenev and their sympathisers were carrying out the instructions of the bourgeoisie and its intelligence organisations, as an agency
which had sold itself to the enemies of the workers' cause,
the enemies of Socialism.
It was with exceptional ·impudence that the Trotsk.'yists
played the self-appointed part of "learned theoreticians"
of Socialism,. building up a "theoretical" foundation beneath their scribblings. Trotsky, for example, did not
shrink from justifying his assertion that revolutionary (i.e.,
Socialist) Russia could not hold its own in face of a conservative Europe, from appealing to "the light of historical
experience" and "theoreti~al speculation". Yet Trotsky
knew very well that "historical experience" cannot be
taken in the abstract, that history proceeds in concrete
conditions, and that it is precisely those conditions which
determine the content and significance of "historical experience".
"Historical experience", if we take the experience of
the Soviet State accumulated by the time (1922) when
Trotsky made a particufarly resolute attack on the possibility of building Socialism in. the U .S.S.R., gave evidence
entirely in favour of the possibility of building Sociali~m
in the U .S.S.R., and not against it. But this did not upset
the Trotskyists, who k~pt up their troakings about the
collapse of Socialist construction in· the Soviet Union.
The results of the first five years of Soviet power were
marked by vivid proofs of its stability. It had beaten off the
intervention of fourteen States, and'crushed the rebellions
of counter-revolutionary generals arid landlords, Soci~list
Revolutionaries and Mensheviks; it had consolidated the
achievements of October, and it had brilliantly effected
43
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the transition from War Communism to the New Econo-.
mic Policy, which was a new point of· departure for
further Socialist advance.
:
"
"Historical experience", to which the Ttotskyists at~
tempted to appeal, spoke against these half-baked "theore-~
ticians", who ·had distorted Marxism and vulgarised th~J
revolutionary teaching of Marx and .Enge.ls on the State~
and revolution, the struggle of classes, 'the prospects and~
conditions for the organisation of Socialist society.
• l.
When the U.S.S.R. went over to the N.E.P., the8c1
"theoreticians" of the so-cllled· "new opposition" pre>;·
claimed that Socialism was now finished, and that N .E.t>,..
~as a return to capitalism. Zinoviev~ as all will remembei'
in this connection, even invented his notorious "phil 1
sophy of the epoch", the essence of which was to preac ·
complete disbelief in the victory of Socialist constructio'
in our countrf, disbelief in the capacity of our proletari,c\
to lead the peasantry after it, on the road to Socialism, dis.
belief in the Socialist path of development of th
peasantry. We all remember how Trotsky prophesied .tha
the proletariat after a victorious revolution would inev'ft
ably come. into conflict with the peasantry-and yet th~.
was being written in 1922 I He asserted that we had no
yet undertaken, or even approached the task of creatif1
a Socialist society, and that "a genuine advance ~
Socialist economy in Russia will become possible orll .
after the victory of the proletariat in the most importa ·
countries of Europe".1
;~:
Stalin exposed this "theory", if it may be dignified li
th9-t name, as a variety of Menshevism, as "permanen,t'·
hopelessness and lack of perspective, disbelief in ti}·
powers and capacities of the proletariat of Russia'
The attempts of the Trotskyists to set up the theory .
"permanent revolution" against the genuinely revor
tionary, Leninist theory qf proletarian revqlution wa's ··
dismal failure. Stalin'..s merciless criticism of the Trotskyis.
distortions of Marxism-Leninism, based as it was on ti} .
s'trictly scientific method of Marx and Lenin, revealed 'lb.·
1
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treacherous character of the Trotsky-Zinoviev "philowphy". In .the exp,osure of the false teachings oITrotsky,
Zinoviev and Bukharin an outstand ing part was played by
such works of Stalin as "The October Revoluti on and the
T actics of the Russian C_ommunis ts" ( 1924), "On the
Problems of Leninism " ( 1926), "The Right Devia~ion in
the C.P.S.U.(B)" (1929), etc.
Today, after thirty years of victorious Socia.list construction in the U .S.S.R ., when the main difficulties of
organising Socialist .economy and. Socialist relations in
society have been left behind, when the problem of building Socialism in our country. has 9een solved, life itself
has disposed of the question of how far Lenin's theory of
proletarian revolutio n was right.
The history of the thirty years' struggle for Socialism
in the U .S.S.R., crowned with a brilliant victory on. the
basis of the Lenin-Stalin theory of scientific Socialism,
speaks for itself and requires no recogniti6n, just as the
young but -great and mighty-Soviet State does not require
I
recognition.
The great October Revoluti on was the lifegiving ·process of developm ent of new .social relations in the Russia
of those cfays, and 'later in the Union <;>f Soviet Socialist
Republics. The foresi~ht and genius of Lenin and Stalin
brought the Russia of those days out on to a new highroad'.
of development, putting before our people the gigantic
objectives of completi ng the bourgeois revolutiorl and at
the same time effecting a Socialist revolution, building a
Socialist society in condition s of· capitalist encirclement.
These tasks. in all their magnitud e faced the Party of
Lenin and Staliri which had placed itself at the head of the
masses of the people in, 1917. The ·P arty and the peoples of
Russia boldly set about the performance of these tasks.
What did completi ng the bourgeois revolutio n .mean?
Stalin brilliantl y explaine d this in his reply to Yan-sky,
contained in ·the article "Th~ Party's Three Fundame ntal
Slogans on the Peasant Problem " (1~27).
Here is what Stalin wrote then: "The completi on of
the bourgeois revolutio11 was not a single act. In practice
it was ,spread over a whole period, embracin g not only a
45

part of i 918, as you assert in your letter, but also a part
1919 (the Volga Ptovinces and the Urals) and of 191 ·
1920 (Ukraine). I am referring_ to the advance of Kolcq
and Denikin, when the peasantry as a whole was fa
with the danger of the restoration of the power of
landlbrds, and wheJil the peasantry, precisely as a who,
was compelled to rally around the Soviet power in ort}
to·en,sure the completion of the bourgeois revolution a
to preserve for itself the fruits Qf that revolution."1 1·
This interest of the peasantry as a whole in the succe
ful soluti9n of the problems of the bourgeois revoluti'
and in the completion of _that revolution, which was fu ·
assured by the proletarian dictatorship, <;reated a cer
complexity, which Stalin described as an "odd" inf
weaving of the direct Socialist tasks of the dictato1'h
with the 'tasks of completing the bourgeois revolutioll.
This peculiarity of the October Revolution was b
understood by Trotsky and Kamenev and their follow.
nor yet by the historians of the scho~l of M. N. ·Pokrovs
who represented matters as though the "fundame4
slogan" of October was not the trans~er of State po
into the hands of the proletariat, not the establishm'
of the dictatorship o~ the proletariat, but precisely :
completion of the bourgeois revolution.
'
The fact that the dictatorship of the proletariat "swe
the country clean of all the filth of medi<evalism",
proclaimed by so-called scholars like Professor M.· •
Pokrovsky as the "princip al slogan", the principal ta
of the October Revolution I
{
' But that was not at all the case, as we see. The case
one"of the peculiar interweaving, during the course of~
October Revolution, of the "direct Socialist tasks of t
dictatorship with the task of completing the bourge
revolution". (my italics, ,A.V.)
•:
But the task of "completing the bourgeois revolu'ti
was a 'by-pro~uct' of th~ October Revolution, which flll
'filled this task 'in passing' ". 2

t'
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The main thing was the overthrow of the pciwer of th.e
bohrgeoisie, the transfer of power to the hands of the proletariat, the organisation of a State and social order based
on Socialism. The October Revolution swept the country
clean of the rubbish of the.landowning aristocrac;y, and by
that feat alo,ne became part of the history of man'kind as
a Great revolution. The greatness of the October Revolution'was even augmented by the fact that it was a Socialist
revolution.
"From now on a new phase in the history of Russia is'
opening, and the present third Russian revolution must
in its final outcome lead to the victory of Socialism."1 •
These words of Lenin's were truly historic, for in them
was reflected all the force of conviction of the leader of
the revolution in its triumphant outcome, a conviction
that the proletarian revolution, having completed the
stage of bourgeois-democratic revolutionary development,
was now rising to a new and higher stage of its progress
. towards Sociatism. This conviction proved a powerful
motive force in the succeeding epo.ch also-that of the
completion of the building of Socialism in the U .S.S.R.
/
under the inspired leadership of Stalin.
The force of this conviction was determined by the
scient~fic foresight of Lenin and Stalin, who had mastered
to perfection the powerful weapon of dialectical analysis
and synthesis. This weapon opened before the mind's eye
of the great leaders of the proletariat the significance of
the past· and .the perspectives of the? future. It was this
foresight of Lenin and Stalin and their immediate colleagues in the Gentral Committee of the Bolshevik ·P arty
that ensured in October, i917, the correct choice of the
moment to strike the main blow:
Let us recall that on '24 October (6 Novem.Per), in his
letter to members of the Central Committee, Lenin was
demanding the immediate seizure of power. "I am writing
these lines on the evening of the 24th," we read in this
historic document. "The situation is critieal in the ex1
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treme. It is absolutely clear"that to delay the ihsurrccti0n 1
now will be veritably in the .likeness of death."
l
And .further on : "We must not wait I We may lose ~!
everything I .... History will not. forgive revolutionari~ i
for procrastinating when they can be victorious today:
(will certainly be victorious today) while they risk losing'.
much, in fact ev.:erything, tomprrow."
·
Lenin 4emand~d an i~mediate uprising, saying thaf'.
the history of -all revolutions ha~ proved that it would 1;>4e
pure formality or a disaster to wait for "the wavering vott!
of October 25,'' that "the, people have the right-and th .
duty to decide such questions not by the vote but 'l?'li,
force," that "in critical moments of revolution the peopl, .
have the right and the duty to direct their representatives
even their best representatives, and not to wait for them."
Only the genius of the revolution could speak in thi_'
way, feeling with all his being the inevitability of ap;
proaching victory, feeling both in his mind and in h:i
hea~ the beating of the heart of the people, whi~h w~
wa~ting for the call of its leader to launch itself into th:
~ecisive, "the last fight I "
'i
Hi~tory proved once more that Lenin was right, Stal\
~vas right, the Party was right. The course of evenf ·
demonstrated that the success of the October Revolutid
de~ended not on~y on those general political conditiov
which were the direct consequence of'the world far. Sue
cess depepded to. a decisive degree on the fact that bath'
was joined with the Russian capitalists and landlords J?;·
an army of workers and .peasants, hardened in cla~
struggles and under the leadership of the Bolshevik Par{ ·
of Le.nin and Stalin, and on the fact that the bourgeoisi,e
headed by the hysterical Kerensky, by the S.R.s. and Men;
sheviks jointly with the counter-revolutionary genera'\
ancl lawyers, proved incapable of withstanding the blo:':
dealt by the Petrograd and Moscow workers, of withstapd'
h;ig the revolutionary storm which broke with tremendorl
fore~ and ,rolled all over the country. Success was achiev.7 .
1
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because this blow, which decided 'the destiny of' the revolution, was so correctly timed and was struc'k with such
rnathematical precision.
Lenin and Stalin correctly judged the situation existing
at the time, correctly understooq the course of events, correctly amicipated the line of development of those events,
hurrying forward towards their logical outcome in the
lightning stroke of revolution. R'ead Lenin' s articles on
the eve of, Octobe r: "Will the Bolsheviks Mainta in
Power?" "The Crisis has Matured," "The Aims of the
Revolution," "Lette r to the Bolshevik Comrades," "Lette r
to the Comrades," etc. Read Stalin's articles of a later date:
"The October Revolution an.d the Tactics of the Russian
Communists," "On the Problems of Leninism," "The
Patty's Three Funda mental Slogans," in which Stalin gives
a crushing rebuff to the Trotskyist attempts to distort the
history of October, and demonstrates most clearly and convincingly how preparations for October went forward, and
what forces prepared for action, were brough t into action
and functioned during the process of development of the
great proletaria~ revolution; how they gave the insurgent
proletariat, suppor ted by the main peasant masses, the
assurance of victory. Read these documents, and you will
see what a mighty theoretifal weapon the party of Lenin
and Stalin possesses, and how, brilliantly mastering and
using this weapon, the party pointed the way of victory to
the proletariat, to the tried and tested detachments of proletarian revolutionaries which the working class had
brought forward.
Stalin wrote in 1924: "One of the peculiar features of
the October Revolution is the fact that this revolution
represents the classic application of Lenin~s theory of the
1
•
dictatorship of the proletarijlt."
/ "The second peculiar feature of the October Revolution", wrote Stalin on the same occasion, "lies in the fact
that this revolution represents a model of the practical
application of Lenin' s theory of prolef1lrian revolution."a'
1

2
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Both these peculiarities are directly bound up with
problem of the relations between the proletariat and
peasantry in the proletarian revolution. If these relati
had not been established correctly, the proletarian re
lution could not have advanced with the success w·
which the great October Revolution did so, overcomi
the numerous difficulties connected with the solution
this problem.

III

· THE DICTA TORSH IP OF THE
PROLE TARIA T AND PROLE TARIA N
. DEMOCRACY

'
WE saw earlier that, the question of the 1victocy of
Socialism in one coµntry is a basic question of the
proletariaJ]. revolu'tion. With this' problem is linked the
fate of the-proletarian revolution, •the victorious development of whi.ch pnnot eroC:eed in.any other way than bJ
the organisation of new s~cialist relations in society, the
organisation of.a new SQcialist socieiy.
The proletariat take~· the State.power into its own hands
and uses it 'for the purpose of destroying .completely th,~
power of the bourgeoisie, ~hich is pased on private o'wnership in th~ m~ans · of p'rc~duction, providing it with Vie
opportunity of exploiting anti oppressing the wprking
people. The proletarlat takes the State power to liberate
labour from exploitation by capital, to builq µp 'social
relations based on socialised means 'of production, tp
utilise surplus profit in the interests of society, to es,tablish
Socialism.
The main aim of ~h.e 'prpletar,ian reyolution is to establish the,dictato!ship of the prnletarfat, to consoliqate the
authority of the work'.~rs an.d peasants, to solve the contradictions existin~ between the prole~at and the peasantry,,
to make use .of State ,pow~r 'in '9rder to build
Socialist society. It is clear that a. logical con~equence of
·denying the possiBilities of building Socialism in a. coun;try
where the proletari an revolution had conquer~d is 'to
• nullify the victory of the proletarian revolution.
The struggle fdr the general lin~ of our P,art}', for the
building of Socialism in the U .S.S.R. against the
Trotskyist iand Zinovievite renegades who denied the
y
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possibility' of the building of Soc,ialisi;n was, at the .sa
time, a struggle for the proletarian revolution, for
right of the proletariat not only to struggle. against .
bourgeoisie, but also to trit.frhph over the bourgeoisie.'
As is known, the traitors of the Zinoviev-Bukhfi'
camp declared that it was, of. course, ·possible to b .
Social.ism in 'the U .S.S.R., but to .corl).plete the proc~s
building it was impossible, because the necessary CQ
tions, according to them, were not' in exist~nce.
]. V. Stalin rightly said, as long ago as 1927, that .S
a statement of the case meant capjtulation to capiK
elements of our economy.
Yet the task of ,the revolution was to overcome
~
eliminate these capitalist elements.
Stalin rightly pointed out as long ago as i927, i.e., l ·
before Zinoviev's treason had been discovered, that'
inner logic of the latter's denial of the possibility
building Socialism in one country led tO the conclu.,
that power should not have been taken in October, i9
The denial of the possibility of building Socialis '
the U .S.S.R. meant, therefore, rejection of the diet}
ship of the proletariat, a call to capitulation, to re
ciation of power, to liquidation of the Soviet State. .•
Yet the Soviet State and the building of Socia '
proceeded £tom strength to strength, against all "theo'' ·
of capitulation. As is known, wl\ile the Trotskyis\. .
Bukharinite "theoreticiar;is" were bursting out of t
skins with their pseudo-scientific prognostications--tfy
to frighten us.as did R ykov, for exqmple, by prophes
tlie collapse and downfall of the Soviet power, on the,
hand, and assuring us, on the other, as Bukharin did,
~xample, that the Kulak was certain to "grow ·
1
Socialism"-they and their confederates at the same t
also lost no opportunity of undermining the cau~e of:
i~lis~ constructi9n in practice; Rykov· did his utmos
secure the adoption· o.f hi~ own 'two-year plan instea
Stalin's Five Year Plan, putting. forwa,rd as a reason·
argument that it was better and more practical to h
two parallel plans. Stalin then and there expos,ed•
right-wing-Trotskyist trick.

I

"Rykov broug ht the tw~ year plan on the scene in order
subsequently, durin g the practical work of carrying out
the Five Year Plan, to .oppose it to the Five Yeai: Plan, to
reconstruct the Five Year Plan and adapt it to the twoyear .plan, h.Y. cuttin~. down and .cu~ail~ng .the aepropriations f?~ .md':1stry , wrote Stah~, 1m 4rs work : The
Right Deviation i.n the C.P.S.U.(B).
The move of the R ykovs and Bukharins failed. The
first Five Year Plan ·was left as it stood. It carri'ed ·out its
historic mission, ensuring ~n unpre ceden ted success
in the organisation of Socialist ifl?ustry, in the transformation of the U .S.S.R. into an 'industrial country, in
the creation of an economic base for the elimination of
in the U .S.S.R. and for the build ing of a ISocialist
classes
.
society.
"To change over from the beggarly peasant horse. to
the horse of large-scale machii;ie indus try-s uch was the
aim the Party pur~ued in drawing up the Five Year Plan
and working for itS fulfil,ment", said Stalin in his historic2
report "The Resu~ts of th~ First F)ve Year Plan" (1933).
The successful solution of this problem was interfered
with by the Bukharins, Rykovs and their·camp-followers.
The Par.ty and ~he w~rking class tl)rew them into the
rubbish-heap. The Party and the working class did their
duty and solved the historic problem.
In fighting Socialist construction, the enemies of the ·
people openly attacked the measures which aimed at
restricting the operations of the kulaks: they attacked the
extraordinary measures then adopted, asserting that in
principle they were intoleral;>le unde r Soviet power.
In his pall1phlet "!he Path to Socialism and the
Worker-Peasant Alliance", Bukharin frankly took ue
.,, the defence of the kulaks, demanding the elimination of
"arbitrariness, even though it be revolutionary", 'demanding the renun ciatio n of interference by the authorities
in the coµrse of economic life, even if such "arbitrariness" and such "interference" were essential' in tHe
1
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interests of the poor and midd le peasantry. In reality,
course, it wa·s not a quest ion of "arbitrarine~" abo 1
which the Trotsky-Bukharin "democrats" were sque
ing. The matte r was one of profo und differences in pf '
ciple, .already in those years separating these renegaCl .
from the Party, w{lich was rightly and resolutely acti' ·
against the kulaks JlS a class, who found in the Trots k
Bukh arin group their ideologists. and advocates. The ou
cry of the Bukharinites and Zinoyi~vites against "arbi t'
riness", and the dema nd for "non-interference" in '
course of economic life, were in :t4ose years the prep · ·
tion for a more viole nt struggle of the count er-revol
tiona ry groups against the mea~ures ta~en by our Par
and Gove rnme nt.to ensur e the vis:;tory of Socialism in b ·
country, against the prdgr amme _of Socialist reconstruct\b.
of economic and social relations in the U .S.S.R.
'
It is ,most impo rtant to note that, at the same time, :t ·
Trots kyist and B~kharinite scum wert. not unwil ling \·
stage a mock battle with the kqlak~, in order to dist~ ,
attent ion by creating the semblance of "class struggle
and of an offensive against the kulaks.
,:
"In i926-27 the Zinoviev- T.rotsky. oppo~ition", Stali
point ed o-qt later, "djd th.eir utmost to impose upon
Party the policy of an immediate offensive against th
kulaks." 1
·The Party did not follow this path, because at that tirn'
the conditions essential for such a serious undertak~n
were not yet ripe. The Party took this path only in 1~2:
when all the conditions for elimi natin g the kulaks as
class, and for replacing. their produ ction by that of t.11.
collective and State farms, ~i:e in existence.
1
1
The Party could !lOt have so brillia ntly carrie d out t.P .
pla~ of elimi patin g the kulaks as a class on the
basis,o
complete collectivisation, if it had not been arme d wi
/the genui nely scientific theory of Marx, Lenin and Stallru
on the one hand, and if, on the 1other, the working peoP,t'
of the U .S.S.R. by virtue of the upity of the Soviet peopl tj
had not ·created .by that time a strong and powerfu

f!1

1
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SoCialist State of workers and 'J>easants, a State of which
Lenin had s~d that. in the period of transition from capitalism to Communism, in the period_ of the overthrow of
tile bourgeoisie and its complete annihilation, in the
period of unprecedenteqly-acute forms of class strugglea State which must "inevitably be democratic-in a new way
(for the proletarians and the dispossessed generally)· and
dictatorial in a new way (against the bourg~oisie.)"
Trying in every possible way to weaken and undermine
the dictatorship of the proletariat, the enemies of the
people stopped at no methods of struggle. Conspiracies,
treachery, terror, sabotage, wrecking, acts of diversion everything was put into service to arrest the forward movement of the land of the Soviets, which was becoming
stronger from year to year,, and was being transfo~med
more and more into an advanced and mighty Soclalist
·
industrial Power.
The enemie~ of the people rightly calculated that the
foundations of the Soviet State, ias a State of a new type,
is the di,ctatorship of the proletariat ..
The fundamenta,1 principle of Mai:xism in its teaching
conceming the dictatorship of the proletariat is the
recognition that the dictatorship of the proletariat is the
continuation of the class struggle of the _proletarians in
new forms. Lenin wrote that this. was the heart of the
matter, and that this was not understood by those
"Socialists" who had distorted the well kno~n proposition
of Marxism that the c,lass struggle inevitably leads to the
dictatorship of the proletariat, "that this dictatorship itself
only constitutes the transition to the abolition of all classes
and to a classless society" (Letter of Marx to Weydemeyer,
5 March 1852).
/ In his historic summary "On the Dictatorship of the
Proletariat" written at the beginning of i 9zo, Lenin
exposed the distortion• of Man~ism referred to, showing at
the same time that the State, after power has passed into
the hands of the proletariat, becomes merely a weapon
1

1
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oE the·proletariat in its class struggle, a kind of bludgeo
as Lenin wrote, rien de plus.
•
L~nin considers the 1 dictatorship of the proletariat .
the destruction of bourgeois democrac~ and the creatio .
of proletarian democraey. He exposes the ficti9n of libert
equality and democracy in the bourgeois-democrat',
States, showing that in the bourge~:>i"s States liberty reduc ·
itself to the liberty of the owner~ of commodities, of th
exploiters, an'd equality to "the equality of commo~it
owners". Lenin emphasises that in this case there· ar{s
the que~tion of the equality "of wliom with whom? I
what?".' Lenin enters. in his plah: "Equali ty of cl]!
exploited with the exploiters, equality of the hungry an
the well-fed .... .,
"All are equal", writes Lenin, "apart from mon~
capital, land."
1 '.
Lenin thereby explodes the bourgeois fiction of equalil
which represents only "formal equality while maintainin
qourgebis oppression, the yoke of capital, wage slavery.
He speaks with deadly sarcasm of·the impe!ialist war' ,
1914-18 as "th~ last word of bourgeois democracy". ,.
the same time he points out that the bureaucracy, l
courts, the milrtarism of the dictatorship of the bourgeoisi'
are :veiled ir1 parliamen~ry forms. To . this 1;,ourgeo·
democracy Lenin, in his plan, opposes the reality
democratism under proletarian democracy.
He devotes the last section ot this plan tq the 'questio .
of the qictatorship of the proletariat and Soviet powe
underli ning "the triumph al progress of the Soviet ide
through out the world", upderli ning too that "the form ·
the dictatorship of ~he proletariat has been qiscovered, (b
the mass movement o~ the proletariat)".1
1 ~
.Even earlier, in his letter to the American workers (2
Aogust 1918), Lenin showed what the proletarian dictato,(.
ship ahd prolet~rian democracy meant in actual practice
, "Whereas the old bourgeois-democratic constituti6
waxed eloquent over formal equality and the right.
assembly, our proletariat and peasant Soviet Constitutio.
1
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brushes aside the hypocrisy of formal equal'ity. Wbt n the
·
bourgeois republicans were overturning thrones, no one
ts
rchis
mona
of
lity
equa
al
form
troubled then abou t the
and .republicans. Whe n it is a matter of overthrowing :the
bourgeoisie, only traitors or idiots can strive for formal
equality of. rights for the bourgeoisie. 'Freedom of
cent
assembly' for the Y:Pr~ers and peasants i~ not, worth abour
the
by,
seized
been
if all the best bmld mgs have
both
ings,
build
good
the
geoisie. Ou!" Soviets took away all
in town and in COt.Vltry, fro~ the rich and handed over
all these build ings to the workers and peasants for their
unions and meetings. That is our freedom of asse mbly the
for the working people. That is the meaning and.
1
on."
tituti
content 0£ our Soviet, our Socialist Cons
The affirmation of the reality of democratism unde r
proletarian democracy, Leni n taught, was not acliieved a)ln
at once. Proletarian democratism means ·~the combinatio
of the dictatorship 6f the proletariat and the new derµocracy for the working ~eople--civil war and the drawing
of the widest masses into ,poli tics" -such a cotnbination
cannot be affected "at one stroke', and cann ot be fitted into ·
the hackrreyed forms of routi ne parliamentary d~mocracy.
A new world, the world of Socialism-t~at is what is rising
before us in its outlir\e as tqe Soviet Republic. And it is
not surprising t}:l.at this world is not cdming forth complete2
and ai: one stroke, like Minerva from the head of Jupit er."
The enemies of Soc~alism strive to discredit proletarian
democracy, putti ng forward as its' defects the dis'franchisement of the bou·rgeoisie, the absence of direc t elections,the method of open voting, inequality in the basis of repre
sentation.for the workers and the peasants, etc. However,
in the first perio d of the transitional epoch ftoro capitq\jsm
,
to Socialism all such limitation were inevitable, and were
were
'
tliere
when
war,
civit
of
s
justified by the condition
,,, innumerable conspiracies ofall kin<isamorig th~ Bourgeois
and petty-bourgeqis elements against the Socialist revoully att~Il'l;P
l~tioi;i and ,the young Soviet R~public. Skilf
s of demoform
use of the old parliamentary
tmg to make
f.,.
1
2
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cracy, the enemies of the' Soviets furiously resisted the
birth of the new worl(i of Socialism. Lenin ruthlessly,
denounced the hypocrisy of the .counter-revolutionary
slanderers and their protectors, who were attacking the
proletarian democracy b'om of the great October Revq1 lution, the hypocrisy and slander by which the enemies
·
of the Soviets were attempting to disguise their hatred of '
Socialism and to facilitate their furious resistance to the
new Socialist relations in society. In his teachings Lenin
stressed the inevitability of persistent repression of sue~·
resistance. Educating the broad mas~es of the people in~'
spirit o'f proletarian class-consciousness and of a Sociali~t ~
world outlook, the Lenin-Stalin programme of Socialist .
reconstruction took its stand upon 'an entirely new con"- .·
ception of proletarian democracy. Defending it as a ne~.~
and, highest type of democracy, th~ Lenin-Stalin pro:•.1
gramme saw in.it a means of governiqg the State withotit(
the bourgeoisie and against the bourgeoisie.
·:
Lenin wrote of this: "For the first time democracy here !
is serving the masses, the working peeple, and has ceased i
io be a democracy for the rich, such as democrae'y. !
in all the bourgeois republics, even the most dem·d~ ;
cratic, still remains. For the first time the masses of tlie ;i
people are solving, on a'. scale involving hundreds of 1
millions of P,eople, the problem of giving effect to th~ i
dictatorship of the proletarians and semi-prole tarians- ;
anti unless this problem is solved one cannot even 'talk ·
of Socialism." 1
·
Soviet democracy in practice is the democracy of .;
millions. It facilitates the union of all working people :t
around their vanguard, the prole~riat, it hands dter to .:
the working people all the resources without which it ~s ~
a~tually impossible to ipake real use of liberty and civi7 '
rights (freedom of the press, freedom of speech, freedom
of assembly, etc.).
.
That is why "proletarian democracy is a million times
more democratic than any bourgeois democracy; Sovi~'t
1
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r~tic than the
government is ·a million times more democ
1
,
"
lic.
lilOSt democratic bourgeois repub
Revober
Octo
the
after
And this is because in Russia
every
er,
work
ile
and-f
lution, as Lent n said, "every rankn of
etaria
-prol
semi
ratik-and-fi.le agricultural labourer or
takes
and
ty,
the village ha.S in general acquired such liber
such a direct part in the management of the Soviet State, as
can be seen nowhere else in the world". This, wrote Lenin,
was enough "to caµse all the oppressed classes to recognisq
the Soviet Govemmeht, that is, the present form of tlie
dictatorship of the' proletariat, as ·a' million times more
democratic . than· tlie most democratic bourgeois republic. "2
It is precisely this feature that characterises the Sbviet
Republic as a new type of democracy, a new democratic
State. The main thing here is that the new Soviet demo
'
le,
peop
ing
work
the
of
cracy brings forward the vanguard
mili;
a
and
tives
execu
and
"turn ing them ipto legislq.tors
ing an apparatus capable of
tary defence force, and creat
5
re-educating the masses". The problem of education of
the masses is the most impo rtant problem in the system of
the proletarian dictatorship, which functions not only by
the force it uses against the·expl9iters but also by persuasion, with the help of whit h it mobilises, organises and
teaches the masses to build their-$tate, radically 'refashion-r
ing social relations. Leninism teaches that when powe
passes to the· working class the survivals of capitalism are
not yet eliminated from the consciousness of men, and that
the proletariat, altho ugh the foremost class in society and
bearer of the most advanced and best ideas, also proves to
psychology and the defects
be not free from ·bourgeois
1
,
conneded therewith.
Leni n teaches .us that "th'e proletariat is not separated
-by a Chinese wall· from the old society", in consequence
, marchipg at the
t . of which the task of the advanced party
head of the Socialist revolution, is-the re-eaucation of the
workers, the eradication from their consciolisness of sur1
2
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vivals of bourgeois -ideology. This appFes all the more to
the working strata of the petty bourgeoisie, and particularlr, of the peasantry, who, as Lenin wrote, are emanc,ipated from ~heir own petty-bourgeois preju?ices not "at
oi:e stroke, by a miracle, at the be]:i.est of the Blessed
Virgin, at the behest of a slogan, resolution or decree, bu,~
on~y in the course of a long' and difficult mass struggle
against mass petty-bourgeois inftµences" .1 It is a difficult
problefll, requiring great patience apd skill. Nevertheles~ ,
the proletariat must solve this proQlei:n, come what may;·
and in the process of crushing elements hostile to Socialism
the proletariat must itself go through a schooi of educatiop :
in Socialist discipline. It has to eliminate. the heritage of:
capitalism in the shape of property-owning habits of mihQ. 1 ~
philistine traditions which are skilfully utilised against th~ :
interests of the working people, ag~inst the interests qf :
Socialis.m, at every sharp turn in the foi:ward moveme~t !
of the revolution.
w' i
The task .of Spcialist re-edl\Cation is all tht; more imporf (
ant because, as Leninism teaches, the very ~rushing of th~ t
boµrgeoisie in its resist'.ance to Socialist req:mstructio~ can i
be most succes~ful on}y when the mass itself does the~
crushing- the mass conscious of its clas~ interests, sulfi.! t
ciently educated in a Socialist spidt,, sufficiently dis<;i- j
plined to solve the problems raised before the people py ?
a Socialist revolution.
,!
"We have to crush the exploiters", said Lenin at the ,;
seventh Congress of the Russian Communist Party :
(Bolsheviks) in March, 1918 :' "But they cannot b~ crusheP, ;
.by a police. It is only the masses th~mselves whjch can :,
'crush them-an apparatus which must be linked wi~ th~ ~·
masse~, must represent them, like the Soviets. They are
much ,nearer to the masses, they make it possible to 1$eep ;
closer to them, they alfm:d more opportuni~ies of training·,
those masses." 2
• ':.
The dictatdrship of the proletariat is a weapon of th,e .;
proletarian revolution in the sense that with the help of.
l Lenin. Selected Works (English edition), X, p. 156.
z Lenin. Selected Works (English edition), Vlll, pp. !l•!J·!j20.
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its dictatorship th'e prole tariat crushes the resistance of
the e.xploiters it ,has overthrown, and carries on the revolutio n to the complete victory of Socialism.
'
Stalin teaches us that it is possible to .suppress' the hourbut
geoisie witho ut the dict~torship. uf the proletariat,
that the revolution is not capable of going furth er, and
crush ing the resistance of the bourgeoisie, preserving vicit
tory· and moving on to- the final :victory of Socialism, if
into
bring
ent
lopm
qeve
its
of
stage
does not at a certain.
being a special organ in the shape 1of the djctatorship of
the proletariat, as its own mainstay .
The dictatorship Qf the proletariat means supremacy
over the bourgeoisie with the help of force. It is a meth od
of State management combining compulsion and train ing
in discipline. The dictatorship of the prole tariat performs
this task with the pelp of Soviet power, which is its ownt
special form of State. The particular featu re of Sovjc,
power, as the ·s tate form of.dicta tofship of the proletariat
is that it embra<;es millions of the masses of working people,,
drawing them into constant, .essential and what is more
decisive (in Leni n's words) 'patti cipat ion in the manage·
ment' of the Stale.
of State
form
"This is ~hy the Soviet power is a ne\~
eoisbourg
old
organisation, different in principle from the
:
State
of
de111ocratic and parliamentary form, a new type
.the
ssing
adapted not to the task of exploiting and oppre
working masses, but.to the task of completely emancipat
the
to
ing them from all oppression and exploitatio2n,
tasks facing the dictatorship of ~qe proletariat."
In "State and Revoll\tion'', as also in a num ber of h~s
later immo'.rtal scientific ivorks, Leni n provided a finished
exposition of fhe Marxist conceptiop of the dictatorship
of the proletariat. :J,.enin cleansed' this conception of. the
oppo rtuni st distortions intro duce d by 'Kautsky, B~rnstein
and'th.eir ,follow ers;w ho in effect rejected the dictatorship
of the proletaria't. Leni n pointed, as the most vivid proof
of th~s, to Kautsky's pamp hlet r'The Dictator~hip of th.e
Proletariat", published in· August, igr8, calling it "an
i
2
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example of the petty-bourgeois distortion of Marxism and
of base renunciation of Marxism in deeds, while hypocritically recognisiQg it in words." '
This "base renunciation" of Marxism consists mainly in
the fact that the Kautskyites, ~ensheviks, S.R.s. and othex;.
opportunists did not carry on their acceptance of the clas~;
stFUggle to the point of the transition from capitalism to1
Commu nism-an d that, as Lenin pointed out, is the !
principal element in the theory of the class struggle,.
~4
Lenin's merit consisted not only in his having cleansed.~
Marxism from opportunist <l;istortions and the vulga,r·,I
philistinism of·Kautsky and Co. I~ was also Lenin's merit ~
that he worked out the whole system of proletarian die-.
tatorship, demonstrating all the exceptional importartce·
of the dictatorship of the proletari at and its special featurd'
i.n conditions of Soviet power, and al~o the features whiclj:,
distinguish it from the dictatorship of the bourgeoisie. 1 .\ •
Let us note at any rate the most importan t elements'.
of that system, its main principles.
'' .
Lenin considers .the dictatorship of the proletariat, first~
of all, as "the continua tion of the class struggle of the pro•.
letariat in new forms", and the proletarian Stat~ as "the·:
weapon of the proletari at in its class struggle."
..
This class struggle ~nder the dictatorship of the prQ~:.~
letariat acquires new forms, in keeping with the new tasks.~
01 these there are "five new (most important) tasks and '·~
corresponding new forms", namely.(a) "the suppression.bf~·~
the resistance of the exploiters~'; (b) "civil war'~; (c) "'the ~
neutralisation of the petty bourgeoisie, particularly the, ·~
peasantry"; (d) "the utilisatio n" of the bourgeoisie (the ~
g_uestion of making use of bourgeois experts); (e) "th.e ';
fosteriTJ-g of a new discipline".
~
Lenin considers the qictatorship of the proletariat ~s £
the destruction of bourgeois democracy and the creatidn ;
of proletarian democ~cy, underlin ing the falsity atjd ·:
hypocrisy of th~ one and the reality of the other. Len'in, ·
for example, exposes bourgeois equality thus: ','All are
equal, apart from money, capital, land ... :r; or: "The
l
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imperialist war of 1914-18 as the 'la6t word' of bourgeois
democracy"; or again : "The dictatorship of' the bour
geosie disguised in parliamentary forms". .
Further, Leni n dwells on the theme : "The dictatorship
of th~ . proletariat and the intrinsic features of imperialism". Here Leni n advises the reader to study the work
"Imp erialism as the Highest Stage of Capitalism", in whiche
he mentions those writings of Marx a~d Engels wher
references are made .to the vepality · of the "labo ur
lieutenants o~ the capitalist class". Leni n adds: "Tw o main
'streams': the venal and th~ philistine", and concludes
with the thesis: "Tw o internationals. The dictatorship
of the revolutionary elements of a class. One country and
the whole world" (this refers. to the probl;em of tlie seizure
of power b.y the prole taria t in one country).
In the fourt h section, speaking of the dictatorship of
s
the proletariat and the Soviet 'power, Leni n denounce
the
of
rs
leade
the "ignorance and thick-wittedness of the
Second International", who recognised "the Soviets for
struggle, but not for State power I I " Leni n records "the
trium phal progress of the Soviet idea throu ghou t thet
the prol~taria
world ~'. "The form of the dictatorship of
has been discoyered (by the mass movement of the pro-t
Sovie
letariat) I I " "The Thir d International". "The
1
.23."
e
articl
It's
.S.'R.
R.S.F
Constitution of the
It wa.s thus that Leni n definedy the essence of the proletarian dict,atorship and its role in the proletarian revolution and i11'.tne proletarian State.
In ·ljis work, "The Foundations of Leninism", Stalin
wrote of the·d ictito rship of the proletaria t thatf 'the victory
of the dictatorship of the proletariat signifies the suppression of the bourgeoisie, the smashing of the bourgeoisn of proletarian demo
State piachine and the substitutio
2
cra~y for' bourgeois democracy''.
Stalin poJnted out at the same ti'me the impo rtant circumstanctf that the new tasks pf the dictatorship of the
proletariat mus~ have corresponding hew forms of organithe bourgeoisie of the
Article t3 of the Soviet Consti tution of 1918 •depriv ed
•
franchise.
a Stalin. Leninism (English edition ), p. 35.

1

sation of the proletariat , since its old for.ms, which gre :
up on •the basis of bourgeois parliament arism, ate no '
1
no longer adequate. "This new form of organisatio n
the proletariat is the Soviets".
The Soviets, Soviet power, are the most democrati
form .of State authority, because the Soviets are the dire
organisatioii of the masses of the people, the most power£
otgans or revolution ary struggle of the masses, al
embrac~ng mass organisations of the proletariat , peasaqt
and all working' people. The Soviets are organs of Sta
authority which en~ure a consfiint, essential and decisjv\
participati on df the people in the democratic manageme~
of the State.
·
,
The dictatorshi p of the proletariat is a class alliam:e ,
the proletariat and the working masses of the peasant' :
for the overthrow bf capital and for the final victory , ·
Socialism, with the condition t,hat the guiding force i
tl}at alliance is the proletariat .
'' ·
Such is the definition of the dittatorshi p of the p ·
letariat·giv en by Stalin. Such is the ess~nce of the dicta~o
'ship of the proletariat , which no,t only does not tontraqi ·
the .intetests of the working peasantry but fully answe
to its interests.
Jt is precisely SQCh ~n understand ing' the dictatorshi
oti the proletariat that assures the direction of the wlib
policy of the Soviet State, whi<;h.leads to the consolidatio
and prosperity of the Sov.iet country, relying on the invio
able allian~e of workers and peasants.
~:
Lenin points out that ''"the scientific concep~ion of di .
tatorship ·means nothing else than unrestricte d powe
al?solutely unimpeded by laws or regulations and r~lyi "
ilirectly upon force"}
)
The bourgeoisie and· its agents want to interpret th
proposition as a justification of arbitrarine ss and la ,
lessness..But s~ch attempts have been fruitless up till np~
and will remain fruilltss for the future because of tlie'
'obvious lack of any justification. It is sufficient to point ql(
the numerous statements by Lenin and Stalin on th -

of
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importance of the exact fulfilment of Soviet laws and of
the observance of the discipline laid down by those laws.
(See, for example, Lenin' s letter on the subject of the
victory over Kolchak, "On Dual Subordination and
Legality", as well as a numbe r of other works). The Soviet
State, based on the dictatorship of the proletariat, is not
bound by the laws of anothe r class, the laws ·of the authority which had been overthrown and which was built up by
a different class. The Soviet State regulates social relations
with the help' of Soviet laws, the essence of which is to
assure the interests of the working people with the help of
measures of compulsion, 0£ force- but not only of force.
"Dictatorship", said Lenin, "means not only force, although .it is impossible withou t force; it also means an
organisation of labour on a higher level than th~ previous
form." 1

Moreover, said Lenin, the point is that "the proleta riat
represents and gives effect to a higher type of social organisation of labour in comparison with capitalism. This is
the substance. In this lies the source of strength and the
guai:antee of the inevitable and complete victory of
Communism". 3
We know the classical formula of Stalin on the three
main aspects of the dictatorship of the proleta riat:
The utilisation of the power of the proletariat for
"1 .
the suppression of the exploiters, for the defence of the
country, for the consolidation of ties with the proletarians
of other lands, for the development and the victory of the
revolution in ~11 countries.
".2. The ulili$ation of the power of the proleta riat in
order to detach the toiling and e~loited masses once and
for all from the bourgeoisie, to consolidate the alliance of
the proleta riat with these masses, to enlist these masses in
the cause of Socialist construction and to ensure the State
leadership of these masses by the proletatiat.
"3. The utilisation of the power of the proletariat for
the organisation of Socialism, for the abolition of classes,
Le.n in. Collected Worh$ (Rus,sian edition). XXJV, p. 505.
! ·Ibid.,
p. 8!16.

for transition to a society without elasses, to a society wi ·
out the State". 1
Stalin developed the theory of the dictatorship of ,
proletariat further, pointing out that it does not repres ·
something frozen and motionless, laid down once artd .
all, functioning independently of historic conditions .
circumstances .. No, says Stalin, "the dictatorship of· ·
proletariat has its periods, its special forms, dive
methods of work".
Soil\e methods are used by the dictatorship of the p·:
letariat in a period of civil war, when "the violent side.
the dictatorship is most conspicuous," which howevey:
no means signifies the absence of any constructive wo
Other methods operate during the period of the buildi
of Socialtsm, when "on the contrary, tlie peaceful, or
sational, cultural work of the dictatorship, revolution
legality, etc., are most conspicuous". 2
In the one period as in the other there are necessa ·
machinery of repression, an army and other organisati
since without them constructive work by the dictitorf:
wourd be impossible with any degree of security.
':
Stalin also demonstrated the "mechanism" of the di ·
torship of the proletariat : the "transmission belts"t' '
"levers'', the "directing force", the sum-total of which'o.
stitutes the system of the dictatorship of the proletaria\.
which Lenin spoke.
.
Here we see the Party (the main guiding force in l
system of the dictatorship of the proletariat), "the high
form of class association of the proletariat" (Lenin); ·
.trade unions (a school of Communism, uniting the wo
ing-cla~s masses with '. the vanguard of the working cl ' ,
the So-Viets (they unite the many millions of wotk·._
people·wit h the vanguard of the proletariat, and are t .
direct expression of the dictatorship of the proletariat}'; .
co-operatives (facilitating contact between the van~o "·
and the masses of the ·peasantry and providing the· p ·
sibilities of drawing the·latter into the channel ()f Social
l
2
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•

construction); the L e.fl.gue of Youth (which helps the Party,
provides reserves forall the other mass organisations in all
1
branches of administration).
Jt. is clear that the dictatorship of the proletariat is an
instrument of .a. mass character, an orgm which expresses
the will of the masses of the peop!e merging with thei'r
vanguard, enjoying the unlimited support and confidence
firstly, of the proletarian part of the working people, but
also of the non-proletarian part as well.
In such conditions the essential question proves to be
not one of force, although the dictatorship of the proletariat cannot do without force, but of confidence, fraternal
bonds of the working class and its Party with all working
people.
The vanguard of the proletariat must be the teacher,
guide, leader of all who work and are exploited, in
arranging their social life without the bourgeoisie and
against the bourgeoisie.
These are the teachings of Lenin and Stalin. And this
is the part which is played in the life of the Soviet Union
by the vanguard of the wor'king class-the Communis t
Party (Bolsheviks), organised, reared·and trained by Lenin
and Stalin for its great and historic role .

•

•

The peasant question in the U .S.S.R. is the question of
mutual relationship between the proletariat and the p~a
santry. It is a most important question, particularly if one
bears in mind the relative importance of the peasantrr. in
the U .~.S.R. It was not by chance that the ga.ze of all the
enemies of Socialism and of the Socialist revolution in the
U.S.S.R. w~s turned in this direction, in the.hope .that th~
Bolsheviks and the proletariat they led would not be able
to find the proper solutipn of this problem, and wou\d
come to,...grief over the peasant question. It was, not by
chance that the leaders of the Socialist-R evolutiona riesChernov, Kerensky, Breshkovskaya, .•Savipkov, etc.proved tg be the main heroes of bourgeois counter-revolution, side by side with generals like Denikin, Wrangel,
I
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Yudenich and Kokh.ak. Nor was it by chance that .
Trotskyists and Zinovievites concentrated on the sa '
point, striving by their provocative recipes for "tighten·
the screw" in respect of the peasantry to blow µp
worker-peasant alliance.
The wise policy of Lenin and Stalin on the pe
question elimin ated this danger. The science of Social
construction of Lenin and Stalin ensured the stability a
inviolability of that alliance, which is the foundation .
the whole cause of Socialism in our country.
·
Lenin thus defined the policy of the proletarian S
in respect of the peasantry:
•
"The aim here" (in economic relations with the mid
peasantry. A.V.) "amou nts to this: not to expropriate
middle peasant, but to bear in mind the specific con,
tions in which the peasant lives, to learn from the peas ,
methods for a transition to a better system, and not dare·
give orders I That is the rule we have laid down for o ·
selves".
J
Lenin emphasised that "the millfons cannot all at d ·
understand a change of policy" and that "the new con·
tions and new tasks in relation to this class require a, qi
psychology". 1
l,
The basis of that psychology is a new understandin'g
the position and role of the middle peasantry in the .
letarian revolution. The principal thing here, as Le, .
said, was to put correctly the problem of improvin~· ·
life of the middle peasantry.
'
"We must live at peace with them", Lenin ta\ig
"The middle peasantry in a Communist society will o
be on our side when we make its economic condition~ ·
life better and more easy. If we could tomorrow pr6~· '
100,00 0 first-class tra~tors, supply them with petrol, eq
'them with drivers (you know perfectly well that st)·
this is a fantasy) the middle peasant would say: 'l'n1'.
the Commune' (i.e., for Communism)".11
"'
Lenin and Stalin teach us to consider the worRi ·
masses of the peasantry as a reserve of the proletariat, ·
1 Lenin. Selected Works (English edition), VIII, p. 180.
~
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a firm support in carrying out the most far-reaching and
radical measures to organise Socialist relations.
Stalin recalls the words of Engels who, in the go's of.last
century, in his book "The Peasant Question in France
and Germany", wrote that the Socialist Party, "in order to
achieve political power, .... must first go from the towns
into the countryside, and become str9ng in the rural
districts". But what did going "from the towns into the
countryside" mean? Haw was it to "become strong in the
rural districts?"
To these questions Engels replied that it was necessary
to do everything possible to make the peasant's lot more
bearable, to facilitate his transition to the co-operative, if
he decided to take that step. If he could not as yet bring
himself to make that decision, th~ peasant should be given
plenty of time to ponder over it on his holding. It was
necessary to give the p~asantry m.aterial support out of
public funds, and to be very generous in this respect, because the expenditure would pay for itself later many
rjmes over, in social reorganisation as a whole.
J. V. Stalin, commenting on these remarks of Engels,
emphasised .that precisely in the land of the dictatorship·
of the proletariat what Engels had suggested could be
carried out l]'lost easily (lnd completely, all the more as such
measures were already then being put into effect in the
U.S.S.R.
"How ·can it be denied that this circumstance, in its
turn, must facilitate and advance the work of economic
c:onstruction in the land of the Soviets?" wrote Stalin. 1
All subsequent events have completely confinned this
observation of Stalin's, demonstrating that success in
economic and ~ublic construction generally are organically bound up with the fullest participation in this constructi'on of the ~orking peasantry,, first and faithful
helper of tpe working class in the struggle for Socialism.
The dictatorship of the proletariat proyed a stable
foundation for fraternal co-operation between the
1
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working class and the main masses of the peasanq·y. T
whole practice of the Soviet power serves as a livipg a .
overwhelming refutation of the Trotskyist-'Bukharini
"thesis" alleging radical contradictions between the war
ing class and the working peasantry.
' ' ·
The fraternal co-operation of the working class and t ·
peasantry is the direct consequence of the Soviet syste .
which is founded on the alliance of the workers and p
sants: by all its special features and its qualities it bri
together and unites the workers and peasants, instead
dividing them.
When Lenin was defining th~ essence of the Sov·
power, he wrote of the six specific features of the Sovi
He saw one of these specific features in the fact that
new State apparatus which the Sovieti represented "p
vides a form of organisatiop of the vanguard, i.e., of
most class-conscious, most energetic and most progressi:
section of the oppressed classes, the workers and peasah
and thus constitutes an apparatus by means of which
vanguard of the oppressed classes can elevate, train, ·
cate and lead the entire vast mass of these classes, whi
has hitherto stood entirely remote from political life, o
side history" .1
The specific feature of the proletarian revolution is
it is capable, and it has the duty, of binding the ma .
millions of working people together with the proletar .
in a prolonged alliance. And this also is the specific f
ture of. the Soviet State, as a special form of alliance b.
tween the workers <ind the peasants.
:
Of -this special form of alliance Stalin wrote in his wo
"The Foundations of Leninism": "This special form.'
all~ance ~onsists in the ~act th~t the ~uidin~ force o~ t .
alliance is the proletariat. This special form of alha,n :·
consists in the fact that the leader in the State, the lead ·
in the system of the dictatorship of the proletariat is o •
party, the party of the proletariat, the .party of the Co ,.
munists, which does not and cannot share that leaders
with other parties".2
l
2
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"This is the essence. This is the source of the strength
and the guarantee of the ine\fitable, complete triumph of
Communism" .1
Lenin explained that the concept of the dictatorship of
the proletariat includes the assumption of power by the
proletariat and the wielding of political power by it alone.
·Here lhere is not and cannot be any question of the power
"of the whole people" in the sense in which the Mensheviks and S.R.s. conceived of it. But political supremacy in
the hands of the proletariat, which does not divide it and
cannot divide it with other classes, requires for the achievement. of its ends the help and alliance of the working and
exploited masses o~ other classes. Such is the teaching of
Stalin when he points out that "the power of one classhaving in mind the power of the proletar iat-can be
firmly.established and exercised to the full only by means
of a special form of alliance betwee11 the class of proletarians and the l~bouring masses of the petty-bourgeois2
classes, primarily the labourin g masses of the peasantry".
Thus the dictatorship of the proletariat ...represents a
special form of class alliance between the working class, and
the working masses of the peasantry, with the leading
position belonging to the worK.ing class and its party, the
party of Communists, which does npt share and ~annot
share the leadership with other parties.
As is known the right-wing and Trotskyists denied this
radical principle of Leninism, asser.ting, as K.amenev diQ.,
for example, that the dictatorship ()£ the proletariat is not
the alliance of one class with anot~(_r. This is a crude distortion of Leninism, as it denies (tje alliance between the
proletariat and the werking peas'intry, on the one hand,
and the idea of the hegemony of the proletariat in the
proletarian revolution, on the o.tller. It is a crude distortion of that highest principle ;Sf ~ictatorship of which
.· having in mind! the dictatorship of the
Lenin spokeproletar iat-which signifies an" agreement between the,
workers and the peasants, the establishment by their com~

1
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mon effort of a State power in which the proletari at pla
a leading part.
1
This role of the proletari at is determin ed by the $peci
features of the proletari an revolutio n, in which trem~
dous difficulties have to be faced in organisin g new s ' '
relations in the course of a prolonge d and stubbor
struggle. For victory in this struggle there is required
free and conscious disciplin e of working people who ha
overthro wn the yoke of the landlords and capitalists a
are organisin g a new Socialist society. "This new dis
pline" said Lenin, "does not drop from heaven, nor is
born out of pious wishes. It grows out of the material ,Co
ditions of large-scale capitalist productio n, and out
them alone. Without them it is impossible. And .·
vehicle or the channel of these material condition s
definite historical class, created, organised, consolidate:
trained, educated and hardened by large=scale capitalis ·
This class is the proletari at." 1
:
After the conquest of political power by the proletari
the class struggle does not cease, the proletari at contihu
this struggle up to the point of the eliminati on of class
although in a different form, in different conditions,
'different means. ~n order to eliminate classes, Leninis
teaches, it is essential not·only to overthro w the exploit
and abolish their property, but also to abolish-all privat
p~operty in the means of producti on and to abolish t
distinctio n between· town and country, the distinctio n b
tween manual and intellectu al workers.
This is a very long and difficult task, and to complete ·:
many great efforts will be needed. It is necessary that th".
working people should possess the capacity to solve th·
problem, but it would be "a most empty phrase or
illusion of an ·antedilu vian, pre-Marx ian Social~stt:
(Lenin) to imagine that all the working people are equall
capable of such work. Leninism rejects illusions of th· .
kind, 'since that ability, it teaches, does not come of itsel .
but grows historically, and grows only out of the materi
condition s of large-scale capitalist productio n.2

is
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Leuin wrote in !'A Great Beginning": "The proletariat
al.one possesses this ability at the beginning of the road
frnm capitalism to Socialism. It is capable of fulfilling the
gi~ntic task that lies on this road,. first, because it is the
strongest and most advanced class in civilised society;
secondly; because in the most developed countries it constitutes the majority of the population; thirdly, because in
backward capitalist countries like Russia, the majority of
the population ~onsists of ·semi-proletarians, i.e., of people
who regularly live in a proletarian way part of the year,
who reglilarly eke out their livelihood to a certain extent
as wage workers in capitalist enterprises." 1
It is not the heroism of individual acts, but prolonged,
most persistent and most difficult mass h~roism of everyday work~that is what will solve the problem of the
creation of, "new social relations, a new labour discipline,
a new organisation of fabour, which will combine the last
word of science and capitalist technique ~ith the ..mass
association of class-conscious workers engaged in largescale Socialist prodl,lction. " 3
'$·
Such are the historical pre-requisites which mc:i.ke
inevitaple and ,u nquestionably necessary the leading role
of the proletariat as a class in the transitional period from
capitalism to Socialism-a role which puts into the hands
of the proletariat as a class the political supremacy, the
political leadership of all the labouring elements of the
petty-bourgeois classes, which are in need of such leadership for successful advance along the road to Socialism.
F9r the victory of :communism it is necessary to take
"an enormous step forward 'in: the .development of the
produttive forces,... lo overcome the resistance' (often
passive, cµid because of this particularly stubborn and
particularly difficult to overcome) of the numerous survivals of small-scale production; it is necessary to overcome
the tremend9us force ·of habit and inertia which is linked
with these survivals."3
But only the proletariat is capable of overeoming thii
'
1
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tremendous force of the survivals of capitalism in th
economy and in the psychology of man, in spite of the fas
that the proletariat itself in the first period of the rev6
lution is not yet free of those survivals.
The leading role of the proletariat in the reconstructio .
of .old social relations grows out of the very character o
those relations. It is determined by the social position o
the proletariat in production, and that is an overridin ·
factor in social relations. In the transitional period fro ·
capitalism to Socialism the proletariat inevitably retai
the position of the leading class in society, with all th
consequences that follow. This is one of the most import
ant laws of proletarian revolution.
.
The very conception ~f dictatorship of the proletariar
signifies leadership on the part of the proletariat of th'
non-proletarian working masses. It is just in this way th~ .
Lenin and Stalin have defined the conception of dictator
ship of the proletariat.
·
Leninism teaches that only the proletariat is capab1
of giving guidance to the whole mass of working peopl
in the struggle for their emancipation and in the stru~gL ·
to preserve and consolidate victory.
.
In Lenin's work "A Great Beginning", already quote, .
this particular feature of the proletarian dictatorship
emphasised in the following words:
. .
"In order to achieve victory, in order to create and co
solidate Socialism, the proletariat must fulfil a two-fo~4
or dual task: firstly, by its devoted heroism in the revolu.
tionary struggle against capital it must inspire and ca
with it the whole mass of the toilers and exploited, it must
organise them and lead them to the.overthrow of the bpur-;
geoisie and the complete suppression of all resistance -o '
its.part; secondly, it must lead the whole ma~s of the toilers;
and exploited, as well as all the petty-bourgeois strata ...\.1
on the road to the creation of new social relations, a neW.,i
labour discipline, a new organisation of labour, whicl} ]
shall combine the last word of science and capitalist !{
technique with the mass association of class-conscious:,~
workers engaged in large-scale Socialist production. ·~. "'

1;
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"The second task is more difficult than the first, for it
cannot possibly be fulfilled by single acts of heroism; it
requires the most prolonged, mqst persistent and most
difficult mass heroisru and prosaic; routine work. But this
task is also more material than the first, because in the last
analysis ·the new and higher mode of social produ(:tion,
the substitution of large-scale Socialist production for capitalist and petty-bourgeois production, can alone serve as
the deepest source of strength for victory over the bourtee of the durabi lity and
geoisie, and as the sole guaran
1
permanence of that victory."
The alliance of workers and peasants under the leadership of the working class, with the leading position in the
U .S.S.R. of the Communist Party- this is the foundation
of the Soviet State, of a new type of State power, the Soviet
power. The experience of the revolution has proved that
this form of power is a much higher form of democracy
than any other known to history: This the Soviet people
has understood and knows, because it feels at every stage
of economic and cultura l construction in the U .S.S.R. all
the advantages of Soviet power in comparison with other
forms of po~er..
There is no necessity, and there is not the scope in the
es
pre~ent essay, to give a survey of those concrete measur
Soviet
the
of
policy
which would show how in practice the
State· in relation to the peasantry has taken- shape. The
path from the Land Decree and the division among the
peasantry of the land, which the peasantry received thank's
to the Soviet power, and from the Committees of the ·Poor,
which were the fighting bodies of the poor peasantry in
their struggle against the kulaks, to the mass collective
farming movement and the mass organisation of collec~ive
farms, which settled the fate of the kulaks ·as a cla~s. are
within the memory of all. The great path inc;licated by the
party of Lenin and Stalin to the poorest and middle masses
of the peasantry has been the pa'th of salvation, the path to
a well-to-do life for millions of cultivators working on
their own land, the path of happy labour in alliance with
and under the leadership of the working class, faithful
1
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friend and fearless defender of the interests of all workih
people. Under the guidance of the working class and i
party, the working people of the U.S.S.R. have built thei .
Socialis~ State, an invincible bulwark of their liberty
independence and happiness.

•

•

The Soviet State, as a State of a new type, is new in it$"
democratism -its consistent Socialist democratism. Sovie~
democratism assures the predominance in society of the·
will of the majority of workers and peasants, the majority1
of the working people who participate in the managemen(.
of the State. It is precisely the Soviet form of democracy.
that arouses millions of people to active public life, ( ·
Socialist creative work, and ensures the emergence from.
the masses of the people of thousands and thousands o
leaders and organisers. Lenin noted as one of the most i.tn~:
portant chara~teristics of Soviet power the circumstance.
that it is precisely Soviet power, the forms-and methods of.
work of the organs of the Sov~et State, which ensure a
solution of the problem of producing and training ne~ ·
leaders and organisers from among the people.
Thousands and thousands of times have we seen con:
firmation of Lenin's and Stalin's words about Soviet demo-:
craiism as the highest form of democracy, since it provides
millions of the people with the opportunity of participat·
ing in the management of the State and in the building of ,·
Socialism. The most vivid evidence of consistent and fnllyde~eloped Socialist democracy is the great Stalin Consti· ;,
tuuon.
i
Soviet power is the form of the fullest and most deve- ~
loped democratism. At the same time it is also the form of ;
the dictatorship of theworking class, which assures the very :;
possibility of democracy for the ?eople. Soviet democracy .~
and the proletarian dictatorship are two sides of one and 1
the same phenomenon.
!
The Sovi~t State is strong in 'initiative of the masses of 1
th~ people, their creative work and boundless devqtion tQ ~
the cause of their liberation, their freedom, the glory and ;
grandeur of their Socialist motherland. This is the sou,rce

l
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of that lifegiving patriotism, the source of the great vi~
tories and great deeds of the Soviet people.
In the firs~ days of Soviet power Lenin urged the necessity of applying the most varied methods and approaches
in organising new social relations within the Republic of
Soviets. Speaking of the task of transition to "large-scale
economy, built on machine industry", to Socialism, Lenin
wrote that the concrete conditions and forms of that transition are inevitably varied and must be so, in accordance
with the conditions in which the movement directed
to the creation of Socialism begins.
Lenin wrote: "The more there is of such variety--of
course, if it does not pass into originality fot its own sakethe more certainly and the more swiftly will we be assured,
both of the achievement of democratic centralism, and of
a Socialist economy·. It now remains for us only to organise
emulation .... Weighed down by the capitalist order, we
cannot at present even imagine exactly what a wealth of
ability lies hidden in the mass of the working people, in
the variety of labour communes of this great State, in the
mass of intelleGtuals who hitherto worked like lifeless,
voiceless executqrs of the blue-prints drawn up by the
capitalists, what· forces are hidden and can develop in the
Socialist or~nisation of society. Our task is only to clear
the way for all these forces. And if as a State we set ourselves the task of organising emulation, then, providing
we apply the principles of the Soviet State, providing the
abolition of private ownership in land, factories, works,
etc., is maintained, results will inevitably be seen and this
will indicate to us further forms of constructive worls. " 1
In his article "How to Organise Emulation", Lenin
wrote that under capitalism the initiative of the masses
was sti6.ed, because under capitalisui competition "mean~
the incredibly brutal suppression of the enterprise, energy,
and bold initiative of the mass of the population, the vast
majority, 99 per cent. of the working peofle; it also means
that emulation is replaced by financia swindling, despotism, servility on the upper rungs of the social ladder.
"Socialism not only does not extinguish emulation, but
l
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on the contrary, for the first time creates the opwrtuni t
to apply it on a really broad, really mass scale, an
really to draw the majority of the working people in,
fields of work where they can display and develop the1
abilities, reveal the talents of which there·is an untapp
spring among the people, and which capitalism crush ·
suppressed, stifled in thousands and millions. " 1
Lenin called the working people to creativeness an .
initiative. He pointed out that in the process of emulatio ·
"those with a talent for organisation must in practice co ·
to the fore and rise to the top in the general administratio
<?f the State. There is a great deal of such talent among th.
people." 2 During the years of Soviet power thousan
upon thousands of talented organisers and leaders in a
spheres of public constructive work have been promote
from out of the very heart of the people : engineers, dire
tors, military leaders and builders of the Soviet arm
scholars, outstanding statesmen, doctors, lawyers, anis~
writers, men and women skilled in the most vari
professions.
T110usands and tens of thousands of heroes and heroin.
of labour and of the battle front have been born an
trained up by our country, which never before the Sov~
order saw such an abundance of remarkable peopl .
creators and' builders of a new life.
Lenin anticipated. the coming into existence of ne "'
forms of Socialist e~ulation, such, for example, as . .
Stakhanov movement, which gave an immense impef ·
to the rise in productivity of labour and to the gene
advance of Socialist economic construction. Later o
speaking of the Stakhanov movement, Stalin rightly r ·
marked that "it is preparing the conditions for the trans, ·
tion from Socialism to Communism". 3
1;

•

•

•

,

The question of the State in the conditions of the 'p .·
letarian revolution, naturally acquires particular impo::
ance, since it is a question of power, and the question
1
2
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power, ~s Lenin teaches, is the fundamental question of
the revolution.
Marx and Engels provided a remarkably systematic exposition of their views on the State, showing the decisive
importance of the State for the proletarian revolution and
for the organisation of Socialist society.
The classical formula of the "Communist Manifesto",
written by Marx and Engels, declares that "the first step in
the working class revolution is to raise the proletariat to
the position ofrulin_g.class, to win the battle for democracy.
"The proletariat will use its political supremacy to
wrest by degrees all capital from the bourgeoisie, to centralise all instruments of production in the hands of the
State, i.e., of the proletariat organised as the ruli:Qg class,
and to increase the total of productive forces as rapidly as
possible" .1
Marxism thus starts from the necessity for the proletariat to take possession of the State, to become "the ruling
class", and to utilise the State in order to centralise in its
hands all the instruments of production.
Marxism also starts from the proposition that the transformation of. ·capitalist society into Communist society
will take up a whole period. of history, that the transformation will be achieved by revolutionary means, and
that the State in that transitional political period cannot
be any other than the revolutionp,ry dictatorship of the
proletariat.
The. dictatorship of the proletariat fulfils the sa..lutary
mission of breaking the resistance of the exploiters and
ensuring a vast extension of democracy, which becomes for
theiirst time-democracy for the poor- "democracy for the
people, and not democracy for the rich" (Lenin). The
dictator~P,ip of the proletariat inevitably lays down
restrictions upon liberty in respect of the exploiters.
Leqin emphasised that Enge~s expressed this perfectly
in his letter to :Sebel when he said Viat "so long as the
proletariat still us~s the State, it does not need it in the
interests of freedom but in order to hold down its adveri
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saries, and as soon as it becQm.es p.osiible to speak of free
<lorn the State as such ceases to exist".1
The theory ·of the State is the most important part
the Marxist theory of revolution, the Marxist Sociali
theory. Lenin in the go's of last century excellently define
the significance of the theory of Marx in his article "O ·
Programme", where he formulated the tasks facin
a revolutionary Socialist party. Lenin wrote that .
theory of Marx had cleared up the real task of that Party ,
"Not the invention of plans for the reconstruction
!ociety, not preaching to the capitalists and their lackey
about improving the conditions of the workers, not th '
organisation of consp~racies, but the organisation of th .
class struggle of the proletariat and the leadership of th .
struggle, with the tlltimate aim of the conquest of politic
power by the proletariat and the organisation of Socialis"
society".
·
Proclaiming himself wholeheartedly a supponer of· t . ".
theory of Marx, Lenin underlined at the same time th
"we do ·not at all regard the theory of Marx as somethin
completed and inviolable."
Lenin pointed out that the theory of Marx had onr
laid "ilie corner-stone of that science which Socialis
must develop further in all directions if they do not
to lag behind life.
"We think that for Russian Socialists an independeri'
treatment of the theory of Marx is particularly necessa ·
since that theory provides only general guiding principl .
which, in particular, are applied to England otherwi .
than to France, to France otherwise than to Germany, to~
Germany otherwise than to Russia." 2
;
These observations of Lenin's are of profound impo :.
ance as a principle and are exceptionally important for '
correct understanding of the subsequent development o·
Marxist theory, which is not at all a "dogma", and th .
development of which is vitally essential to the intere5t:s:
of the advancing Communist movement throughou t the
w~d.
'

wa

1

2
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()n another octasi9n ("The Draft Programme of Our
Party"), Lenin said in dealing with the Erfurt Programme
of the German Social-Democratic Party, that we must not
pledge ourselves not to imitate that programme, but tl;iat
this mustd1ot in -any event lead "to forgetting the pecu~
liarities of Russia, which must find full ·expression in the
special features of our programme" .1
Guided by<die, principles ~et forth above, Lenin developed further Marx's teiiching on proletarian diqatorship
and democracy, on the State and the Socialist State in particular.
As is known, the main and fuhdament'al 'aspect in the
teaching of Marxism on the Sta.te was that new formulation q,f the question regarding the attitude of the prole~
tariat to the bqurgeois State, which Marx gave in the
"Eighteenth Brumaire of Louis Bonaparte", new as compared to th'e "Communist Manifesto".
This new aspect-Lenin called it a tremendous steR .
forward in comparison with the "Communist Manifesto'.'
--consisted in "the extremely precise, definite, tangibly
practical" conclusion to which Marx came in 1852._
nameJy that "all the revolµtions' which have 06:curred. up,
to now have helped to perfect·the St(l.te machine, whereas,
it must be .smashed, broken."
This·copdusion is t;pe direct result pf the "summing·
up" (Lenin) by Marx qf 'th~t historic experience whicn
Europe went through in the years 1848~1851. Howev<1r,
this experience proved insufficient to determin~ what
should teplace that machine which had (o be smash'e a
and destroyed.
.
Having s!iown 1.n his ar1alysi's of-imperialism the power
of the co,ncentration of banking capital and th~ unprecedented reinforcement. of the Sta~e eapitali;t rrlachine,
with the ·unheard-of expansion of its official and 'military
apparatus, Lenin concludes: "World history is 'now undoubtedly. leading to the 'coriceD.tration of all th~ forces'
of the proletarian ,revolution on the 'destruction' of the
State machine on an jncomparftbly larger scale than in
1852.
1
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"What the proletariat will put in its place is indicat ·
by the most instructive material provided by the Pa ·
/
Commune." 1
This was what Lenin wrote in August 1917.
The Paris Commune, having proved that "the worki :
class cannot simply' lay hold of' the ready-made Sta
machinery and use it ~or its own purposes" (preface .·
Marx and Engels to the "Gommunist Manifesto,"
June, .i 87 2 ), at the same time demonstrated that what w.
cbming to replace the broken State machine of the bou
geoisie was no longer "a parliamentary but a working i:.
stitution ... at ·one and the same ·time legislating a ·
administe,ring the. laws." Therefore, instead of parli
mentarism with its separation qf powers, the dictator~p·
of the proletariat would create a new system of State bas
on the unity of will of the revolutionary·people.
Lenin in "State and Revolution"· cpmmented as f
lows ,0n this radical change in the State introduced by ,"
Comµmne:
"The Commune was to have substituted for the ve :.
and corrupt parliamentarism of bourgeois society, ins
tutions in which ,freedom of opinion and discussion woµ
not have degenerated into deception, for the parliame ..
1arians would have had
to do the work themselv ·
would have had t~ administer their <>wn laws, to test:t ·
results in real life, to bear ,direct responsibility to th
constituents. Representativ,e ipstitutions w.o uld have '.
mained, but there was to have been no parliamehtar~sp ·
a special system, as a divjsion of labour between f .
legislative and the executive, -as a privileged positi9n f _
deputies. We cannot imagine democracy, not even p ·
letarian democracr., wit~out• representativ~ institutib .
but we can and must think of democracy without
l~amentarism if ci}ticism of bourgeois society is not iµe,'.
empty words for us, if the d~sire to overthrow the i::ule · ·
the bourge,0isie is QUf serious and sincere desire, antl n
a ~ere 'election' fry for· ca~ching workers' votes, aS' .it ·
with the Mensheviks and Socialist-Revolutionaries, as~~ '·~·.
•

1
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is with the Scheidemanns and Legiens, the Sembat~ and
•
Vanderveldes." 1
The Paris Commune }Vas, in spite of its failure, .the
form of State "at last'. discovered'"by the proletarian revo-·
lution, under ;which the economic emancipati~n of
'
labour could' be carried. out.
"The Commuqe," wrote Lenin, "was the first attempt
of a proletarian revolution to sma.sh tQ.e bourgeois State
machine and the political form 'at last discovered'. which
can 'alld must supersede what has been smashed.
"'W~ shall see be)ow," " add~d Lenirt, "that the Russian
revolutions of 1905 and 1917, in different circumst.il.nces
and under different conditions, contirtued the work of the
Commune apd corroborated Marx's brjlliant h~storical
analysis.') 2
We say: Lenin's genius summed up the historical ex-,
perience bf the ,proletarian cl3-5S struggle during the time ·
which had elapsed since the Commune, and particularly
the experience 'of the revolution of 1905, and answered
the question put nearly half a centµry before regarding
the form of State under which the proletariat would-effec~
its real efllancipation. This answer was a new.and gigantic
step forward in the practice of.the workers' Socialist movement, in the Marxist theory of the proletarian revolution
and the State. The an~werwas: "For a transition from the
bourgeois to the Socialist order, for the dictatorshi~. of
the proletariat, a republic of Soviets of Workers', Soldiers'
and Peasants' Deputies is not only th~ form of a higher
type of democratic institution (as compared with the ordinary bourgeois republic with a Constituent Assembly 'as
its crown), , but is the -only. form capable of secutjng t~
most painless transition to Socialism." 3 •
Soviet Rower was "the political form, so fong s9~ght and
finally discovered, within the framework of w,hich the
economic emancipation pf the proletariat, the complete•
victory of Soci,alism, must be accomplished."4
Tl}e merit of having discovere<i that political form
1
2
3

4
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belongs to Lenin. The merit of having consolidated and
victoriously developed that form belongs to the great COI).tiriuator of Lenin's work-our teacher and leasfer Stalin.
The radical difference between the Sovit;t form of State
power and the parliamentary form consists in the fact that'
in tlie S~viet form there is realised the universal part~ci
pation of the working people,_ one and all, in the manage·ment of the State. However, tliis general proposition cannot be taken in the abstract; it must be understood cpncretely, i.e., in those historical condit~ons in which this
great principle is realised in practice. The process of'•
drawing the masses of the people into the management of
the State is far from simple, and takes place in the first
stages of the Socialist revolution slowly and irresoh.n~ly.
Lenin underlined the novelty and difficulty of this matt.er.,
which causes many steps to be taken blindly and many
mistakes and hesitation~withqut which, howev~c
(Lenin taught) there could be no move forward. These
difficulties were multiplied many times by the fact th.l,t
the cause of the new Socialist constructiol). attracted all
kinds of "adventurers and swindlers, boasters and
babbl'ers." T.qese difficulties were also increased by t~~'
fact ~hat "the lapdogs of bourgeois society, from Beloruso~
to Martov, squeal and yap at every umie<;essary splinter
when cutting d9wn an old and large forest," wrote Lenin
in "The lmlJlediate Tasks of the Soviet Governmenj:".
But the proletariat is capabl~ of overcoming these difficulties under the leadership of. its party, which represents.
the m,ost conscious, disciplined and self-sacrificing V(\n;
guard of the working people, fighting for the ultimate·
aims of the working class. On the subject of the Menshe- ·
viks and S.R.s. who were "squealing and yapping" at the
ne'Y Socialist society which was being born, Lenin wrote'':·
"That is what they are lapdogs for, to bark at the pro~t
taria'n elephant. Let them bark. We shall go our own road,
striving a~ carefully and pati~ntly as possible to try o-dt
and discover real organisers, people with a sober mine}. and
practical ability, people combining devotion to Socialism,
wit,h the ability, without fuss. (and in spite of fuss and confusion) to start a great number of people wo:r_:king togetlter·
I
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vigorously and harmoniously within the frall)ework of the
Soviet organisation. I~ is only such people, after tests
repeated tenfold, that should be advanced from the
simpl~st tasks to the most difficult, and promoted to responsible posts as leaders of the people's labour, as leaders'
in administration." 1
,
The Soviets of Working People a're a great school of
training in the art .6~ State management, a great forum of
political activity, a great workshop in which, people arc
taught the art of building Socialism. This school, however, is not an open book, in ~hich .everything has been
set down, and in which all one bas to do is quietly to read
page after page in order to become aware of the truth, and
of the means whereby this Fruth is embodied in life. It is'
a ·sdiool of struggle, it is a book in which many and many
a page has not yet been written, a book in which there
has yet to be. ent~red the experience of th~ struggle for the
organisation of pew S9Cial rel~tions, quite unlike those
inherited from the past. It is a school which teaches the art
of understanding the particular features of the given
epoch, to understand that there are "historic moments
when the most iµiportant thing for the success of the revolution is to pile up as much debris as possible, i.e., to blow
up as many of the old institutions as possible; there are
moments when enough has been .blown up, and when
the next job to be done, the 'prosaic' one (for the pettybourgeois revolutionary, ·the 'boring' one), of clearing th~
ground of the debris; there are moments when careful
nursing of the new shoots springing up from under the
debris on the soil not yet properly cleared, is more importa~t than'anything else."2
_
In this school people learn the science of consolidating
the victory of Socialism.
In this connection Lenin said that each revolutionary,
each supporter of Socialism or Communism, must·be able
to discover at every moment "that particular link in the
chain which must be grasped with all one's might in'
order FO hold the whole chain, and to make steady preparat
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tions for a transition t6 the -next link, while the sequence ·1
of.the links, the_ir fora\, the way they are joined together,
their difference one from another in the historical chain of \
events, are not simple and artless as in an t>rdinary chain.j
1~
I
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IV '

T~E SOYJ.ET STAT;E j\ND THE
\~A~IONAt. Q,UESTIO,N ·.

.of

the m'ost difficult and
THE pation~l question :is one
part!cularlr. in States
pol.i~y,
acute questioi;is pf internal
t,he coun~ries of bq'utIn
ties.
composed of many nationali
adyanced like the
most
those
in
geois demoqiacy, ~ven
question has '
national
the
U,.S.A., France, ~reat .Britain,
,intere~ts of
the
in
solved
not been folve.c\ ;md cannot .he
of capisystem
whole
the pational minorities, since tJie
solution.
a
such
favour
talist social relatjons does· .n<?,t
Capitalist cxploi~tion in t.'he sphere of ,economic relation~
leaves its ,baneful mark on social relations in all other
spheres of life as well. The merciless expl9itation of the
weak·and the despe~te ~bmpetition of "fq~e" comIYlodityowners on thc. "free" market giye ris~ inevitably lo the
utilisation of racial, natiQnal and religious prejudices, in
or/ler to ensure to the economically an9. politically
strongest groups a privilege~ poSition in the .struggle for
th~ Jilarket. This det~rmjnes corresponding political and
legal consequences on the one hand and morai .and social
consequences on the 9ther~
The}kg ro question in the l).S.A., the Indian pr Iris~
qt\estion in Gre~t Britain, the Jewish question in France
- all thes('! "questions':-are tP.e-offspring of capitalism, are
organically co:qnected.}Vith ·capi~lism and cannot be c.orrectly refolv~d within the framework of capitalisip. Of
course formally, juridically, ·not a' single SIIJ.all nation in
these countries is,.as a.rule, piaced'in a WQr~e pos.ition than
the predomi nant majority. But in praitice there .are not
a few ·such restrictions and, disctimin~tions. ,It is not accidental, 'aftoc all, that D<?t a single Negro suc(_e~deq. in 'being .elected to the .U nited St<ltes Congress duririg the last
fifty years: Yet the American Constitution of i 787 pro87

claims the equality of the electoral rights of all Am,erican ;
citizens, while the Fi~eenth Amendment of 1870 soJemnly ·:
declares that the right to vote in elections "shal.I/no~ be ;
denied or abridged by the United States or by <¥DY S~t~ '
on account of race, colour or previous condition of servi- ~
tude." 1· •
I
· .:
In the land of Sociali_sm, in the Socialist Statc:;-b f workers_:;
and peasants, there is rto place· for a nationf.1 question. '.·.
There is not and cannot be any sue~ qu.ejtion in die .~
U.S.S.R., for there is no environment on whi~h that qul:s- J
tion feeds, an' environment which is characthistic of .thd
capitalist countries and the absence of wh'ich is charac- ~
teristic of a Socialist country.
·
~The Dreyfus case in republican France-d id it no~ ~u-~
as an ineraaicable blot of shame on bourgeois democracy ;
which, even though more than a hundred years had pass~d ~
since the proclama~ion of the bourgeois republic, had notJ
finally made an end of anti-Semitism and nationalist;'~
1
·jingoism I
·~J
In the U .S.S.R. the national question was solved on tp~1~~
basis of the principles of the national policy of Lenin itndi
Stalin1 consistently and unswervingly applied from the'.
first days of the formation of the Soviet State.
:~
Marxism, as is known, links up the national questiop ;\
with the problem of the revolutionary movement of the·:;
Qppressed nations for tl).eir emancipation. Leninism·i·.•
deepened and widened the conception of the self-dete'r·:
mination of peoples, ,formulating this principle as the:;
right of oppressed nations to complete separation, the·~
right to an independe nt existence as a Stat€. Leninism ~.'
thereby transformed die principle of self-determination':t;
from an instrument for deceiving the masses; as it was in )
the hands of the jingo Sqcialists during the imperia1i~t ; :i
war, into an instrument for the political enlightenme'n t of :~
the masses, an instrumen t for exposing imperialist policy, ;_·~
which had been using this principle for its own purposes .
of ·oppression and annexation.
.
"Leninism," Stalin wrote on this subject, "brought, the ·.
national problem down from the lofty heights of hip~- .
~

1
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soun\iing declaratiom to solid ground, and proclaimed
that d~larations about the 'equality of nations' which are
not ba . ed by the Q.irect support of the 'prpletarian parties
for 'th~ . iberation struggle of the oppressed peoples are
1
me;ming~ss and false. "
Stalin urther showed that the war of 1914-18 and the
revolutio , in Russ.iq. had confir~ed iha,t the national
question C(),u ld be solved only in connection with, and Q.n
the basis of,1 the proletarian revolution. Leninism p~oved
that the natiional question is"part of the ge11.eral question
of the proletarian revolution, and that the prole,tariat, in
solving the national question accotding to the principle of
self-determination, can utilise the support of the national
liberation movement for the purposes of ,.its struggl~
against the enemies of the profetarian revolution.
In this way the proletarian revolution finds its reserves
in the national revc;>lutionary movement.
It is only the proletariat which is capable of carrying on
a consistent national .policy, i.e., .a policy dictated by
Socialist principles and corresponding in the _fulle~t measure to the national ~nterests ·of the ·oppressed peoples.
The proletari(!n Tevol ution for this reason is in the eyes
of these people a particularly attractive force, which, as
Engels wrote, will induce them to follow on the road to
Socialism "of their own accord."
In the process of its revolution the prol~tariat does not
impose any of its own programmes, plans, measures upon
other peoples. "The victorious proletariat," wrote Engels.
"can force no blessings of any kind upon any foteign
nation without.undermining its own victory by so dojng." 2
In his article "The Discussion on Self Determination
Summed Up" (1916), LeI).in quoted this letter of Engels·
and underlined that the adaptation of politics to economics in the Spcifl.list State :will take place inevitably, but
not immediately and not smoothly, not siqiply and
directly.. The proletarian revolution is called upon not
only to liberate the oppressed nations from their slavery,
but to ensure for them also their own wide road .of self~
l
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determination, without 'imposing its will upon thetn. It
is not excluded that in the first stages mistakes are p'6Ssible ·
in the policy of the proletariat, 3:nd even "selfish qtterests ·
-an attempt to settle down ori someone else's back," .as-,
·
[
'
Lenin wrote.
"The proletariat," said Lenin in the article ju~ refetfed :;
to, "will pot become saintly and insured against mistakes·
and weaknesses merely because it has carried out a social"~
revolution." But Len'in foresees that these very mistakes-.!
will bring the proletariat, to appreciation of the truth. l:;Ie '.
em"phasises at this point that the quite legitimate 4atred j
of the oppressed nation for the oppressing nation "will :
continue ·for a time, and will evaporate 'Only after the vie...~
tory of Socialism and after the fipal establ~shment of comJ";
.l
pletely democratic relations between nations. " 1
This extremely important observation throws a £1.oaj;
~
of light on the. profound tonsistency in principle of
wa}l Marxism:Leninism poses the national question in ~e ,:
proletarian revolution. The Soviet power applied/ this~
important principle in practice in its rela_tions with th~}
numerous nationa.Iities of the 'Spviet State, building· aJ
Socialist multi-national federation founded upon the'.i
fraternal alliance and inviolable friendship of peopl~~'. -:
The national policy of Lenin and Stalin has ensl\red ~
durable and stable relations between all the nationalitiest.·
of the tJ .S.S.R., \vhich is founded upon the principles p(~
voluntary consent and equality of status of all peoples in~!~
·:t
'·
habiting the U.S.S.R.
o(
'
statuS'·
of
Stalin calls vqluntary consent and equality
peoples the foundations of the Sovjet UT nion 'ciS a Sta'te.'i
Voluntary·consent and equality of status are most import- .~
·ant constJ.tutional principles of the Soviet State. They pre.;:·:
suppose on their part the triumph of another. principle- :~
also a very great one- the right t>f each nation to indepen• :
dent existence as a 'State, i.e., the right of nations to self· ·'.
··
determination.
The right of nations to self-determination is of the ~ei:y• ·
greatest importance, and the theory of this right is a most :
important part of the Marxist-Leninist teaching, concern,, ..

tlie.

i
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ing national policy in a multi-na~io~ State. Around this
questiop there went on from of old a fierce struggle of the
Party against.,.()pportunists and traitors to the cause of
Socialism.
The greatest merit of Lenin and Stalin, ·the merit of the
Bo1she~ik Party, was that on this question ,the Rarty, unmasking steP. by step the counter-revolutionary appetites
of the bourgeoisie and its Trotskyist-Bukharinite an~
Menshevik-Bundist agents, laid firm fpundations for the ·
national friendship and fraternity of the peoples of the
U .S.S.R.-f oundatio ns on which the · Socialist multinational State was able to become gre~.,t and prosperous.
Soviet federation has nothing in common with bourgeois federations. The latter canie i;nto being as a result of
violence, <'ppression, national wars. Therefor e they themselves express the idea of violence apd opP.ression.
volunof
basis
the
on
being
into
came
n
federatio
Soviet
tary consent and equality of status on the fraternal solidarity' of the working people. It is based on the ptinciple
of mutual aid and of promotin g the ~ultu'ral and economic
devefopment of previously backward nations.
Soviet federation is based on the principle of democratic centralism which, being one of the most importan t
principles of the Soviet Co~stitution ~d of the organisation of the Socialist State, characterises the system of.Soviet
State relations as a sys~em in which the principles of Soviet
Soc:ialist democracy are cqnsistent}y applied.
The first. decrees of the Soviet power, like laJ?,dmarks in
the gigantic reconstruction of all social relations, both
economic and polidcal, traced out the 'path of develbpment' of the'Soviet State system, which was being. built op
new foundations, in order to give effect to new social aims
and.ideas.
,
1 The national question was one of the root questions
exrent
ble
considera
a
tp
the so\ution of which determin ed
~e. whole content of the great transformative measures
carried out by the Soviet State; its solution conditioned a
whoie ra~ge of most importan t characteristic features of
Sovi~t internal and external policy.
Laying the ' foundations of the new Soviet social and
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State order, Soviet power from tlie very first lU()ment . .·
its .existence paid special attention to the settlement of th .
national question, being, as it wa5, of exc~ptional import'{~
ance to our country, where the population ii compoied o
so·niany national,ities.
.
, 1•
The particular importance of the national queition .i -,
Russia also explains the fact that, for the first time in · ·~
history of any State, t,here was set up in the Soviet State.th'
People's Commissariat for Affairs of Nationalities, headc ·
QY Stalin.
T~e first act of the Sovie~ Government in the sphere
the national question was the " D~claration of Rights o . ·
the..Peoples of Russia:'', written by ~talin in the very 'firs"·
days of the October Revolution .
The Declaration proclaimed a policy of "voluntary an .
honest alliance of the peoples of Russia". Confirming '~b
right 9f peoples to self-c'letermination which had. alread ·
been proclaimed earlier by die Second Congress () ·
Soviets, the Council of People's Commissars defined th .
foundations of Soviet national policy as follows:
·
"i.
Equality and sovereignty of the peoples of 'Rus~i'1;.
"2. The right of the peoples of Russia to self-deter.,, ,
mination, including the right of separation and of form-·~;,
1
1
ing an independent State.
::
"3. The abolition of all and any national and national(;f!
religious privileges and restrictions.
,
"4. Free development of the national minorities and1 .
ethnic-group~ inhabiting the territory of Russia."
~ ';
The practical application of the principles of µic·"
·Declaration fouJld its expression in the decrees on the .

Republic and in the decree and statement by Stalin ;'on
Turkish Armenia", which laid the foundation of Soviet'. ,
national policy-th e backbone of the whole internal and'
• external policy of the Soviet pow'er.
''' ~
In this connection xbention must also be made of ~c :·~
"Declaration of Rights of the Toiling and Exploi~ed .:-(
People'·', adopted by the Th1rd All-Russian Congress·of ~
Soviets on January 11 and 18, 1918~ and of the resolution ·~
of the same Congress "Qn tl}.e Federal Ihstitutions of the -~
..
9~

Russian Republic". These historic documents, written
by Lenin and Stalin, set fotth the principles of organisa·
.tion of the whole Soviet State system, and laid down "th~
funchµnenta1 principles of a federation of Soviet Republics" ("The Declaration").
In the "Declaration of Rights of the Toiling and .Exploited People", and in the resolution of ;he Third Congress "On the Federal Inst<itutions of the Russian Republic~· of '28 January, 1918, it was stated that tl}e Russian
Socialist ·Republic was being established on the basis of a
voluntary union of the peoples of Russia, as a federation
-of the Soviet Republics of those 'peoples.
The great and historic significance,of the resolution
"On the Federal Institutions" and of the ~'Declaration"
adopted by the Third Congress, as of the Congress itself,
was described in his clqsing.speech at the end of the Con·
gress by V. I. Lenin. He underlined that "the Third Congress ?f Soviets has .opened}·Jl.ew epo:h ~£-world history",
that it had consolidated the· orgamsat1on of the State
created, by the October Revolmion" and that "now alleven our enemies, I am convinced-can see that the new
regime, the power of .the Soviets, is not ·a fiction~ not a
party stunt, but a result of the development of life itself" ..
With full right and justification did Stalin say as long
ago as 192 .2 that only in 'Our case, in the land of the Soviets,
"in the camp of Socialism, has it been possible to tear up
the very roots 0£ national oppression and to establish
mutuaJ confidence .and fraternal collaboration between
'
peoples. " 1
Stalin pointed out that the revolution in Russia would
not have J;>een victorious, Kolchak and Denikin would not
have been crushed, if the Russian people .had not met~with
support on the part of the oppressed peopl~s of the former
Russian Empire.
'
'/But to win the sympathy and support of these peoples,"
says StaJin, "it had first of ~11 to break -the fetters of
Russian .i mperialism and free these peoples.from the yoke
of national oppression.'-a

.

1
2
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The friendship of peoples founded .on the gen,ui ·
equality of status of all peoples of th~ Sqviet Union, '
mutual respect and confid~nce, ·is the firm foundation.. .
the Soviet State.
·
Stalin said in his "Report on the Draft Constitution
the U.$.S.R." (1936) that this Draft proceeds from
equality .of nations and races, from the fact that "neith '
difference in colour nor language, cultural level or ley ·
of political development, nor any other difference b ·
tween nations and races, can serve as grounds for justj
1
ing national in~quality of rights."1
The Stalin Constitution, like the first Union Constit
tion (1924), proceeds from the principle that all nati ·
and races, irrespective of tbeir past and present conditio .
of ,their strength or ,weakness, must enjoy identical rigli
in all spheres of economic, social; politica~ afld cultu
life of society.
Being a federal State formed on .the basis of the volu
tary union· of Soviet Socialist Republics equal in ri~h ·
the U.S.S.R. protects the sovereign 'rights of the Uni ·
Republics, and the juridieal equality of the peoples ·i
habiting them, with all its streng~.
'
Voluntary consent and equality of status of the pe<?pl..~
'are what Stalin calls the foundations of the Soviet State;
'The idea of the peoples collaborating and dwelli
toge'th~r 'fraternally found its living embodiment in
Soviet Union-.the Soviet multi-national State, represen
'
ing a frater:pal family of 16 Socialist Republics:
In thi~ connection it is appropriate to dwell on the p~
ticular features of ·the Soviet form of federation. '
·
1
At the Third All-Russian Congress of Soviets Qan4a
1918) Lenin 'said that "now; there has been finally reco
nised" (in Russia. A.V.) "a new State structure of;th
Socialist Soviet Republic as a federation of free Republi
of the various nations inhabiting Russia.'' 2 In this speec.
~eniri spoke of the specific features of Soviet fedel"3,ti
pointing out that the foun~tioii of Soviet federation Ii
in the fact that "we rule, not dividing, lik'.e the cruel fa
v

1
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of ancient Rome, but uniting all the .working peopl<y hy.
the unbreakable links of vital interests, of class-conscious·
ness.''1
In this Lenin justly saw the very foundation of tht
Soviet State, prophesying that around revolutionary
R,ussia there would more and more .be grouped various
individual federation s of free nations, and that "quite
vqlunlarily, without deceit and compulsion, that federation will grow, and it will be invipcible. The best guar~
tee of its invincibility are tpose laws, that system of State,
which we are creating here. " 2
Lenin with the mind of a genius saw the new world of
Socialist federation being ~·om, growing up on "ground
cleared of historiqil rubbish". We recall those inspired
words of Lenin : "Now we, on ground clearetl of historical
rubbish, will set about building the µiighty ,and bright
edifice of Socialist society; a new type of State power, unheard-of-in history, is·being created, a power called by the
will of the revolution to clear the land of every kind of
exploitation, violence and-slavery."'
The great inspii;atign of the leader ·of. the proletarian
revolution rose above all the difficulties of that time,
expressing the firm confidence of a people which had
risen to fight for its social and political emancipation in
the ultimate success of its tause. It was the inspiratio:q of
a new era, marked.by the fact that, as Lenin said, "we were
acting' without diplomats, without the old methods
applied by the impei:ialists", and that "the very greatest
result was achieved-th~ victory of the revolut(on and the
conquerors, together with us, united inio one mig~ty
'
revolutionary federation." 4
The whole develdpment of the Sov\ei State-the T:J nion
of Soviet Socialist Republic s-h,as proved the great,justice
and force of Lenin's great foresight ..
The peoples of the Soviet Union see in the S,oviet power,
a power which is their vert- own. United by their <:ommon
interests, inspired by their comp:lon idea, the peoples of
•1
2

3

4
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the Soviet .u~ion with new force proved their
and !ove to their motl:ier<ountty in the years of th~ .
Patriotic War.
··
In one of his articles on the national question, that·ol\.'.
"The Policy of the S,oviet Government on the National
Q~estion i~ Russia" ( 192 o), Stalin said: "The Soviet
Government is not a government divorced frS?m th ~
people; on the contrary, it is die only government of it~
kind, a governmen~ which originated among the masse~
of the Russian people and which is near and dear to therQ..'.'.,
Stalin observed that "this in fact explains t1:\e µnparall~led
strength and resilience usually displayed by the oSa,viet
Government at critical moments."1
: ·~
In the subsequent development of die Soviet State tM~.
remarkable foresigpt .of Lenin and Stalin was~fully coni·
firmed. The Soviet federation steadily grew and develope~,;
pt;oceeding along the very road indicated by Lenin and·
Stalin, ~ver more firmly consolidating the State relatioqS"'
anq political unity of the numerous peoples.of the former.
Russian Empire, who with hope and fraternal affection';
supported the heroic struggle of the great Russian people. ~
The many peoples and nationalities inhabiting the former:
'Russian Empire,jµstly saw in the success of that struggle;
the. guarantee of their own emancipation, of their own :_-n
national independence.
.
Soviet autonomy ~s one of the. conditions of the fi~1,
alliance of the indiviftual Soviet Republics, since without:.1
this "the real sovietisation of these regions, theil' conver~ ;
sipn", Stali'~1 wrote, "into Soviet countries closely bound }
to Central Russia and forming with it one political 'YhoJe, i
is inconceivable:•a
Developing this idea, Stalin poi~ted the "Way to the::'
transformation of the ,Sovie~ countries into one "politi<:a}...
whole". Stali~ showed that this transformatl.o{l was pp~-"
sible only by means of forming a Federation. of S9viet·.'.

devoti0tt':

Republics based on a comrriunity of military and economfr.''.
interests. Such a federation, said Stalin, such a general ·~1

·l

1 Stalin. Marxism and the National and Colonial Questilm (English cditiop);
s p ~5·
~
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form of State alliance, "can be ·durable, and the results
of federation real, only ifit is bas'ed on mutual confidence
and voluntary consent of the countries constituting the
federation. " 1
This most important principld of Socialist State.organisation, formulated by Stalin in his Theses for the·Tenth
Congress of the Party ( i 92 I), was a guiding idea of all
Soviet national policy. Stalin developed this idea in his
report at the Tenth All-Russian Congress of Soviets in
1922, devoted to the question of the union of the So-xiet
Republics'.
.
In his report Stalin pointed to three groups of circumstances which were imp~lling the Republics towards union
and determining.the necessity for union.
These circumstanees were the following.
The forst group: 'the' internal econorrric situation. Under
this heading Stalin included:
(a) The meagreness of the economic resources remaining to the young Republics as a result of seven years
of war (1914-1921). This circumstant:e necessitated the
combination of these meagre econorµic resources fot their
more rational use,. and for the development of the main
branches of economy, which constituted what Stalin called
"the backbone of Soviet power .in each Republic" (my
italics... A.V.)
(b) The historically-determined natural division of
labour, the economic division of labour between the
various regions and republics of our federation.. Of this
division of labour Stalin said that it "renders impossible
the full development of individual regions so long as the
Republics lead Stparate existences, and obliges the
Republics to join up into a single ecopomic unit."
(c) The unity of the principal means of communication throughout the federation, which Stalin described as
"the nerve and backbone of any possible union.:'
(d) The meagreness of financial resources, which ·mad~
it necessary to combine the financial ~trength of the v;irious Republics into a single whole. 2 •
I
2
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The second group comprised (a) our military positi6n, 1
(b) our foreign trade relations, (c) our di p1omatic position .1d
All these circumstances concerned the ex~rnal political.i
position of the Soviet Republics, which were at that time ;
subjected to organised boycott on the part of the capitalist }
environment, and were constantly faced by danger qf ,a.::
military character, and also by the danger of economic..:·
1
and political isolation.
<
unbreaksingle
a
creating
of
task
the
followed
Hence
able military (font, a single economic front of the Soviet ..
'·
Republics, a united .front in the diplomatic field.
Stalin·;
circumstances,
of
groups
two
Speaking of these
underlined their particular importance and exceptional:!
force in the conditions of transition to peaceful construction after the end of the civil war, when the RepubliCs ·
realised the meagreness of their economic resources and ~
understood all the necessity of uniting both on the inter)1a~ ·
economic field and on the external-field.
Stalin said on this subject: "That is why now, i~ t:he ·~
sixth year of existence of the Soviet Government, the ques- ·
tion of the amalgamation of the independent Sov,iet ~
•
Socialist Republics has become urgent." 2
.
were
amalgamation
for
The third group of facts calling
associated with the special features of the.Soviet power, tpe .
very nature of which leads "to a gradual but steady coming'.
together of formerly independent nationalities into a
single independent State." 3
It is sufficient to recall these three groups of circum- 1
stances, each of which was of vast significance and played ·
ari outstanding r-Ole in deciding the "question of the forma- ·
tion·of a Soviet federation, for no doubt to remain as to 1
the necessity and expediency for such a federation. The
merit of Lenin and Stalin was that they pointed out to the .
Soviet Republics this path for their State development, /). '·
path which our Republics took and which brought them.
to their full florescence and might, which has withstood
the test of fire and sword in the.great .Patriotic War.
1
2
3
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On the same occasion Stalin also indicated the basis of
amal~mation :

,(a) Amalgamation into a federation was to be carried
out by the four Soviet Socialist Republics-the Rus~ian
Socialist Federative Sovjet Republic, the Transcaucasian
·
Republic, Ukraine and Byelorussia;
(b) T,he amalgamation was to provide for the following common People's Commissariats: foreign trade, military and naval affairs, foreign affairs, ways of communication, posts and telegraphs. The People's Commissariats
of finance, national economy, food, labour and inspection were to continue within each contrac~ing Republic,
but were to operate in accordance with the directives of
the appropriate People's Commissariat.of the Union.
These were the People's Commissariats which later
acquired the title of "All-Union". Other ·People's Commissariats, such as justice, home affairs, education, agriculture, etc. (six in all) it was proposed to leave under J:he
control of the Governments 0£ the several Republics.
This proposit~on was based upon the necessity o~ proceeding from the peculiar features of life, language and
culture of the respective contracting Republics. It was
.these peculiar features in life and culture of the various
Republics which required such forms Qf State administration as would guarantee the freedom of 'national development of th~ peoples forming the Soviet Republics.
The Tenth All-Russian Congress of Soviets recognised
as timely the amalgamation of the Russian Socialist
Federative Soviet Republic, the Ukrainian Socialist
'Soviet Republic, the Transcaucasian Socialist Federative
Soviet Republic and the Byelorussian Socialist Sb~iet
Republic into a Union of Soviet Socialist Republics, basing the , amalgamatio~ on the principle of voluntary consent and equality of stat.lJS of the Republics, and the
maii;itenance of the right ofeach of them freely to leave
the Union of Republics. The Congress also instructed a
4elegation to draw up the condition~ of entry of the
R.S.F:S.R. into the Union of Republics, on principles
corre~ponding to those which had been set forth in the
theses and report presented by Stalin, special emphasis
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being .laid on the necessity of fully guaranteeing the interests of the national development of the peoples .of the
contracting Republics. '
Four days after the Tenth All-Russian Congress had
adopted this historic decision, the first Congress of Soviets
of the U .S.S.R. assembled'. Tftis Congress adopted the
decision to form a Union of Soviet Socialist Republics.
Such are the gre4t principles of the Lenin-Stalin
national policy, 9n the basis of which the Sovi~t- power
disposed of the so-called national question, not only having
provided a tJ:ieoretical solution of .this most difficult problem but.having also solved it in practice, in 'the sphere oqf
State construction. The genius of Lenin and Stalin opened·
, up to the nationalities of the fortner Russian Empire,
which had been oppressed and exploited before Sov,iet
power was· established, a new path in life-the path o~c '.
development of their national culture, the path 6f dev;e- ·
lopment and creative growth of all the national energies
of the multi-millioned peoples constitutin·g the great anCl ;
mighty Socialist Power-the Union of Soviet Socialist ·_
Republics.
The Soviet" State is guided by the great principles of the :
national policy of Lenin 3:nd Stalin in appropriate qsls .
also in, the sphere of foreign relations. It is precisely .the
Soviet Union which consistently· and resolutely defends .
the rights of small' and middle-"Size'd peoples at inter· ..
national confere_nces, defends their sovereignty and indepe'ndence against all ·encr~achin~nts on the part ''of ·
imperialist circles ·of the countri~s of bourgeois demo- .
cracy ..
ln'January, 1946, at the Loridon session of the Security
Council, the Soviet representatives spoke in defence ·of
the prihciples indicated above, demanding ~he with· ·
drawal of British troops from Greece, demanding a stop
to the war waged'against the Indonesian people· by Btiti~h ;
and Dutch forces, energetically supporting the de~abds.
of Syria and Lebanon for the withdrawal of British and
French troops. The ·S~viet Union took up just-as re.solute'
and consistent aB attitude at the General Assembly of tl;i.e
United Nations in New York ·in 1940, defending the
I
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interests of the Indian, people in the Union of South
Africa, and again in 1947 on the questions of Indonesia,
Egypt and Palestirte.
The Soviet Union consistently supports the ·principle
of self-determination of peoples in international relations,
and secured the reflection of this principle, if only in an
indirect form, in the Charter· of the Unitea Nations. -It
defends this principle also in tl:\e practical sphere of
foreign policy.
The Soviet Union supports the independence and
. sovereignty of nations against any attempts to weaken
them or reduce their importance.
• In doing so the Soviet Union proceeds from the necessity "for the profetariat to' support-'-resolutely and
actively to support-the national -liberation movement of
the .oppressed and dependent peoples." 1
One catmot but recall, as the most brilliant illustration
of tl}is, the attitude of the Soviet Union at: the New York
General Assembly in 1947 on the question of establishing,
a Trusteeship Council. The 'Soviet Union exposed the
game of falsification initiated on this question by the
Anglo-American bl9c, which attempted by ·breaking the
rules laid down in. the Charter.of the, United Nations to
retain its dominating position in the former mandated
territories, ~nd to transform the latter into its strategic
bases and military strong points.
The consistent position of th.e Soviet Unl.on, and its
profound loyalty to principle in the coloi;iiaLand national
que~tion, attract to the U .S.S.R. the sympathies of the
oppressed and dependent peoples, and strengthen more
and more the international prestige of tpe Soviet State and
of Sovi~t foreign policy.
1
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THE SOVIET STATEA STATE OF A NEW TYPE
IN prevfous cqapters we ~ve already touched on questions
directly connected with the teaching of Lenill and Stali.n
~m the State, and in particular on the Soviet •State.
Lenin, as was pointed. <mt earlier, made an enormous
contribution to the Marxist science of the Sta~e, removip.$.
from the theory of the State the falsifications of. the opportunis~; and, what was no less imp9rtapt, he .brilliantly
applied Maniist theory in the practice of the October
Revolution. At the same time Lenin ~how~d that the verv
application -0f this theory in the practice of revolutionary,
construction enrichf:s the theory and develops it further.
Thus, on the. que&tion of breaking up the State mach,in~.
Lenin demonstrated that in the proces.s of the ~limination
of that machine some of its individual parts .must be pre:
served to the advantage of the prolet~riat, and that otherwise the organisation of the new machinery of State would
be.rendered ·unn'ec'essarily difficult.
In this respe~t very great intQ"est is attached to Lenin's
'ideas set forth in such works as, for example, the article
"Will the Bolsheviks Retain Sta,te Power?"
In this article Lenin points out that in the ~pitalist
system, in the capitalist State, in ·f.ddi~ion to the 1 'preeminently coercive machinery-the standing army, tlie
police and the buteaucracy", there is -an apparatus performing a mass of accounting and statistical work. Tqis
apparatus, Lenin said, mus( nQt and should not be broken
up.
Lenin taught that this apparatus shoµld be wresteq
from the control of the capitalists: "The capitalists mu.s~
be cut off, lopped away, chopped off from it, together
with the threads by which they transmit their influence.
l'O~

It must be subord inated to the proletariap Soviets. It
m1J.st be made wider, more comprehensive, more
.
popular."
Socialism
banks
And Lenin added: " Withou t 1big
would be imp.ossible of realisation."
Lenin called the banks a~ "excellent apparatus" which
"we need· in order to realise Socialism." Capitalism
deforms t.Q.is .excel\e nt ·apparatus, and that which deforms.
it should ·be lopped off.
"A single huge State bank, with branches in every rural
district, at every factory," sa'.id Lenin, "--tha t will already
be nine-tenths of a Socialist apparatus. It will be general
public book-k eeping , general State registration of the
production and distrib ution of products, somethin_g in
the ~ature, so to speak, of the skeleton. of a Socialist
s6ciety."2
With· these ideas .of utilising the largest banks, Lenin
linked up the idea of compulsory syndication, i.e., computsory ama}gamation into associations under the control
of, the State. This, Lenin asserted, "will be fully realisable
in Russia by the Soviets, by tJle dic~torship of t~e proletariat. And this is what will give us a 'State apparatu.:s'
at one and the same time universal, most novel and nonbureaucratic. " 3
We see that the "break ing" up of the bourgeois State
machine is not at all an act of simple destruction, as the
bourgeois philistines rei;>resent it; it is a complex and welltl;lough t-out. process, in which the destruction of the "coercive" parts is combined with the selection and utilisation of those vital·elements of the .machine which will be
included in the new system, to work and render service to
a new class and t9 the new .society.
;·This is an example, a particular case, but one which is
of great importance in principle, since it throws light on
those particular features of Lenin's teaching on the State
1

3
3
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which chara,cterises the Soviet State as a State of a new ·
type.
.
At the Sixth Congress of the Party Lenin gave a deve; ·
loped exposition of the particular features of the Soviet
State system from the point of view of their newness, from
the' point of view of what Lenin ca\led the·Soviet type of
State, a State of the type. of the Paris.Commune. Lenin
showed these particular features in a rough outline o~ the
dra:ft programme of the Party, in the shap~ of the "Ten·
Theses on Soviet Power" which speak of the tasks which
"historically fall to this form of State power, this neyv type
of State."
· The main points in these Theses a.re the following:
( i) The union and organisation of ·the workers and
poorest peasants, while automatically excluding the exploiting· class.es and the wealthy representatives of .the
petty bourgeoisie;
(ii) ,Their vanguard must give univ~rsal training to the
whole wor~irig pppulation in practiCal participation in
the· management qf the State;
(ui) The abolition of parliari}entarism; the combination of the legislative and executive functions of the State;
the merning of administratfon and legislation;
(iv) Closer connection, than in previous forms of dem<?cracy, of the entire apparatus of the State and management of the State, with the masses;
(v) The setting up of an armed force of workers and
peasants, separated as little as possible from the people,.as
one of the first steps tOW?rds the full objective of arming
the entire people;
/
(vi) Fuller d'e~ocratism;
(vii) Close connectiol) with the various trades and with
the productive economic units;
(viii) The possibility of· 4oing without bureaucracy,
the beginning of putting this possibility intb practice;
-(ix) Not a formal but a practical attainment of the :use
of freedom (democracy) for the working and exploitede.
mass of the population;
(x) The development of Soviet p\lhlic activity must
proceed on such lines that every member of a Soviet
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should be bound to perform some permanent duty in the
management of the State, and then that the entire population, one and all, should be drawn gradually both into
participation in the Soviet organisations, (on condition of
subordination to the workers' organisations), and into ser1
vice in the management of the State.
Such were the aims of the Soviet State put forward by
Lenin in the years when the Soviet State was coming into
being.
What was required to achieve these aims? Lenin replied to this question in a remarkable commentary, show~
ing the advantages (Lenin's italics) of the Soviets in the
political economic, financial and educational spheres.
Let us note the main points·:
(a) The extension of the SovieG Constitution to the
whole population in the measure in which resistance
ceases.
This question was settled by the great Stalin Constitution of 1936, which established universal, equal and direct
voting with secret ballot;
(b) a federation of nat~ons ·as a tr:ansition to a conscious
and closer unity of the working people, as they learn
voluntarily to rise above national enmity. This question
was settled by the formation in 19.2~ of the Union of Soviet
Socialist R epublics;
(t) the ruthless suppression of resistance ·by ,the
exploiters is essential; the standards of "general" (i.e.
bourgeois) democracy must be subordinated to this ~im,
and make way for it: "freedoms" and democracy not for
all, but for the working people;
(d) effectively ensuring that the working people can
make use of their freedoms;
(e) transition through the Soviet State to the gradual
abolition of the State by systematically enlistjng an increasing number of citizens, and finally 2all without exception,
in the work of managing the State.
Just as -concretely did Lenin make his observations in
respect of demands in the economic and other spheres.
i

2

Lenin. Selecte.d Works (English cditio.n), VIII, pp.
Ibid.
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Here it is particularly important to note the demands
.affecting the Socialist organisation of production on a
·nation-wide. scale-"under the general direction of the
Soviet power, the only sovereign authority"-and also
such demands as the complete concentration of banking
in the hands 0£ the State, and of the entire currency and
commercial turnover in the banks; the establishment of
universal registration and control; the organisatiQn of
emulation to promote "a steady improvement ·of organisation, discipli_ne, productivi.ty of labour, adoption ·o f a
higher technique, economy in labour and product~.. the
gradual reducti"on of the working day to six J:iou.rs, the
gradual levelling out of all wages .and salaries in all professions and categories. " 1
Such was the programme of the Soviet State as a Socialist
State, a State of a new type. Lenin taugh't that the fulfil·ment of s4ch a programme is a difficult task, that the
circumstances in '"·hicfl the programme has to be applied
are "exceptional~y complex", and that the proletariat in
fulfi\ling the programme will encouni::er "the pressure of
hostile forces", in face of which people like the writers of
the "Novaya Zhizn" were getting ready to retreat in panit,
terrified by the Kornilovites and in their turn frightening
the workers and peasants.
"Don't try to frighten ,us, gentlemen", Lenin replied.
"You won't succeed ... "
Lenin believed, and taught us all firmly to believe, in
~he creative powers and invincibility of tl;ie workers and
peasants.
"To be afraid"-Lenin indignantly exclaimed-"that
the power of the Bolsheviks, that is, the. power. of the
proletariat which is assured of the unfailing support of the
poorest peasantry, will be 'swept away-' by the capitalist
gentry I W.hat short-sightedness, what shameful fear of the
people, what hypocrisy I"
Lenin ~dded: "Ideas become a force when they·.take
pbssessi.On of the masses. And it is just now that the Bdl!
sheviks, i.e., the representatives of revolutionary prpletarian internationalism, have embodied in their poli~y
i
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the id.ea which is bringing into action immeas~rable
1
masses of the working people throughout the world."
The Soviet State was a most powerful means of giving
effect in the U .S.S.R. to the ideas of Socialism. The Soviet
State proved "a new type of democracy", in the' -sense in
which Leni~ spoke of this in his Ten Th~ses and in a
number of other most important documents and works.
One of the important features of the "new democracy"
·wa~ not only tl,le denial of the formal equality of bourgeoisie and proletariat, rich' and poor, exploiters and
exploit~d, and the exclusion of the bourgeoisie from
"democracy" and "freedoms", an example of which was
the disfranchisement·of the exploiting elements, nor was
it only the suppressicn of these elements. An important,
feature of the Soviet State, precisely as a State of a new
type, was the very method of suppression. This circumstance was of the highest qegree of importance, since it
created a difference in p.rinciple and in quality between
tjiese basic functions of the Socialist State and the same
functions in the State of any other Social srstem. Lenin
taught us that the exploiters could not be suppressed by the
p,olice: ·"They can be suppressed only by the mass itself,
the apparatus must be linked ~ith the masses and must
represent them, like the 'Soviets."
Lenin .taught that "it would be the greatest stupidity
1
and the most nonsensical U topianisin to jmagine that the
transition from capitalism to Socialism is pos~ible with2
oµt compulsion and without dictatorship."
Lenin and Stalin teach us that this compulsion is
applied by the Soviet State with the p~,rti<;ipation of the
masses of the people, through the efforts of t:he masses
~~mselves. As Lenin points out, the dictatorship of the
prole~riat directs its-blows against.the exploiters through
the masses of the working people, through organisations
"built in such a way as to awake,n precisely such masses
and arouse them to'1historj.c creative work (the3 Sov~et
<>rganisations belong to this kind of organisation)."
Lenin. Collected W t1rlcs (Russian editi'On). XXll, p. 279.
I.cnin . Collected Wor!rs (Russian edition), XXIJ, p. !15!1·
a Ibid., p. 462.
i
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Stalin underlines that repressions-that inevitable element in compulsion-are an essential element of the
offensive, b.ut an auxiliary and not the principal element.
For example, in the struggle against wastefulness in our
governing bodies and in ordinary life, Stalin called, in the
first instance, for the creation of "an atmosphere of general
moral boycott, and hatred on the part of the surrounding
people" for the wastrels, such an atmosphere as would
"make impossible both the life and existence 6£ thieves and
pilferers of the peqple's goods.;· 1
Moral influence, re-education, correction, implanting
of social habits and traditions-these are the elements of
that compulsion, in the broad sense of tl;ie word, which in
the hands of Soviet institutions and the organs of State
authority become a powerful means of regulating social
reladons and of struggle against offences, offenders and
even criminals,
·
.It was for this reason that Lenin demanded that the
mass of the wo,rking people should 'be drawn into the
aQmini6tration of the law, underlining that the Sovic:;t
courts have the tremendous task of educating the people
in a spirit'of labour discipline, and that "every citizen, to
a inan, must act as a judge and participate in the govern,
ment of the country.:·2
. T~e Soviet State is a St.ate .of a new type for ~t {>rov~d.es
the highest forI'J;l of orgamsat1on of democracy, it provides
t~e example of a peop,le's State, built and brought into
function by·the hands of the people themselves, i.e.~ th~
'workers, the peasants, the intellectuals, under the guidance
of the most advanced of parties, the party of Lenin aflg
Stalin.
Replying 'to written questions'at the EXtraordinary AllRussian Railway Congress in March, 1918, Lenin said:
"The Sovief power does not provide represe9tatives of 'the
kind who fence in parliaments and exchange brillianl
speeches, ensuring the lasting supremacy of capital and of
officialdom.. Sovie~ power comes from the working masses
themselves, it provides not a parliament but a meeting of
1 Ptavda. 18 April, 1926. ·
2
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workers' representatives, which issues laws that ar~ directly administered, become part of life and have the object
of fighting the ,exploiters." And. again: "We need, not
bourgeois representa,tion but representation of the exploited and o'ppressed, which will carry on a merciless
struggle against the exploiters. Such is the intentio n of
the Soviet power; it ~ncludes neither parliam ent nor
referendum." 1
The thirty y~ars of the Soviet State complete a great
epoch in the history of the Soviet power- the epoch of the
buildin g of Socialism and of the establishment of genuine
democracy, the fullest and most consistent in the world,
in a gigantic country, in a mighty Socialist Power.
Thirty years of the Soviet State- this is the glorious
heroic path of the workers 'and peasants of our country,
led by the party of Lenin and Stalin towards Communism,
to a world in which the idea of the equality and fraternity
of 'n?tions will triumph completely and for..aU. time.
1 Lenin. Collected Works (Russian edition), XXII, pp. 2s9·240.
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VI

STALIN 'S TEACHI NG
ON THE SOCIAL IST STATE

THE victory 'of Socialism in the U .S.S.R. as a result •of the :~
liquidation of the·exploiting classes and of the firm estab- :
lishment of a system of State and social ownership, the ·,
foundation of the entire political and social order, proug!it !
forward a number of problems in the sphere of the theoro/·
of the State. These theoretical problems at the same time '.!
were of serious practical it.nportance and required a solu-· i
tion. The most important of these problems concerned i
the tlestiny of the State itself, it concerned the ·ques_tion .
of whether the existence of the State is justified- in the ·j
absence of hostile classes within the.country, in ·conditi'on,s' ~
when our society is advancing towards Communism. 'Is it'i~
'right that under the ,aforesaid conditions we- should not !
be helping the Socialist State to die away put that, on. the !
contrary, we should regard it as our task to strengthen ·
our State still further?
Thus questions of the1 destjnies of the So~ialist , State ,
and of the so-called ·dying away of the State became ques- ,
tions of the hour.
The very fatt that these questions were raised at all ·
was evide·nce that certain general propositions· in the
theory of the State ·had not been worked out sufficiently ·
and were inadequate.
It was in th.is way that Stalin explained the appearance
of new problems in tJ.le theory of the State, adding to what
.has just been said the fµlly justified remarks that the
authors of 'these questions had not cleared rip for themselves the historical conditions in which particular propositions in the Marxist t~eory of the State were worked
out, nor what was the internation al situation in which the
Soviet State found itself; nor did they understand, or they

.
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underestimated, the fact of capitalist encirclement, wi~h
all the consequences arising from that fact, like the sending of bands of spies, intelligence agents, assassins and
wreckers into die U .S.S.R.
Problems of the Socialist State in connection with the
aforemention ed facts rose up in all their magnitude,
demanding serious attention, because they went far
beyond tqe framework of a purely theoretical interest and
acquired the greatest practical importance.
Stalin replied to thes<; question in his speech at the
Eighteenth Party Congress in March, 1939, giving a developed theorr of the Socialist State aod thereby further
advancing the t.heory of Marx and Lenin in this highly
important and decisive sphere of scientific Communism.
it is a great merit of Stalin that he continued and completed the work on the theory of the State begun by our
great teacher 1Lenin, b.ut not finished by hi1J1 on acco~nt
·
of his untimel y death.
"There,can be no doubt," Stalin said in his report at
t,h e Congress, "that Lenin intended in the second part of
his book" ("State and Revolution". A.V.) "to elaborate
and develop further the theory of the State, on the basis
of the. experience gained during the existence of Soviet
power in. our country. Death, however, prevented him
fyom carrying ,chis purpose into effect. But wh~t Lenin
1
did not have time to do should be done by hjs pupils. "
Stalin did this, opening a new page in the theory of the
State, and of the Socialist State •in particular.
Stalin showed that: "Two basic functions characterise
the activity of the State: inside the country (the main fun{:tion ), to ke~p in restraint the exploited majority; abroad
: (not the main· function) to extend the territow of its clas~
die ruling class, at the expense of "the territory of other
States, <;>r to defeJ;Id the territory of 'its own State from
attatks by other States:" 2
This function existed in the slave-owrters' State as in
the ·capitalist State. The strivi'n g of the capitalist State for
the extension of its territory, for expansion, follows from
1

2

Stalin. Leninism (English edition), p . 66o.
Ibid.
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the whole character and from the very system of capitalism.
This is most obvious, as Mr; D. N. Pritt pointe d out in ~is
lecture at Brussels on 3 June, 194 7, in respect of the United
States, .of which he said that, for all its strength, the U.S.A.
is extremely weak and, like all States which have reached
the highest stage of capitalism, needs to expand. Pritt
added with every justification that the leading circles of
American imperialism "are almost inebria ted with their
own power, and are the more dangerous in that they have
not yet learned the techniq ue or the etiquet te of world
power."
Stalin teaches us that the Soviet State, in spite of the
fact that it took the place in Russia of the State machinery
of a bourgeoisie which had been destroyed, has retaine d
some functions of the old State, adapte d to suit the requirem ents of 'the proletarian State. It is import ant to
note that the proletarian State retains some functions of
the old State in an altered form, and that these alterations
are determ ined by ~he requir ements of the proletarian
State. As is known, in addition, the require ments of the
proleta rian State, in their turn, are determ ined by its
nature , so to speak, i.e., by those of its qualities, features,
peculiarities, principles which are inhere nt in the
proleta rian State.
Stalin teaches us that the forms and ini~ial functions of
the Soviet· State cannot remain unchanged. "As a matter
of fact, the forms of our State are changing and will continue to change, in keeping with the development of our
countr y and with' the changes in the interna tional
·
situation.''.l
Stalin quoted in this connection Lenin' s remark that
during the whole historical period separl}ting capitalism
from 'society ·without classes', from· Communism", there
must inevitably be numer ous and yaried political forms,
but "the e~sence would inevitably be one: the dictatorship
of the pr;oletariat." 2
Stalin teaches us that our Socialist State since the
Octobe r Revolution has passed throug h two main phases
11

l Stalin. Leninism (English edition). p. 661 .
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in its development. Stalin's teaching concerning the t~o
phases of development of the Socialist State .is of particularly great importance, not only because it qmtai~s an
explanation of what particular functions and by virtue of
what particular historical conditions and causes the
Soviet State carried out its functions in the first and second
phase. This. teacping about the phases is important also
because it explains the inevitability of the further development. of the' Socialist State, t4e irievitabi\ity of new
changes in its functions.
"The first phase was the period from the October Revo1ution to the elimination of the exploiting classes. The
principal. task in that period was to suppress the resistanc.e
of the overthrown cla~ses, to organise the <iefence of the
country agajnst the attacks of the interventionists", and
l
so forth.
Stalin teaches that, in the second phase of development
of the Soviet State, "the function of military supptession
i'r~side the cbuntry ceased, died away, for exploitation had
been abolished, there were·no more exploiters left and so
there was no-one to suppress." 1
But, says Stalin, in place of this function there appeared
the function. of protecting: Socialist property from thieves
and pilferers of the people's goods; the function of military defence of the country from outside attack remained
to the full; •which meant the retention of the Soviet army
and-navy, the punitive organs and the intelligence service, indispens~ble "for the detection and punishment of
the spies, assassins and wreckers sent into our country by
,
foreign espionage sel1{ices."
cultural
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r:emained,
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and educational work
and was developed to the full. " 2
Staljn specially emphasises in his teaching on the
Socialist St.ate that our army, punitive organs and intelligence service have their edge turped nowadays not to the
insid~ of the country but to the outside, against external
en~mies.

'
i Stalii\. Ltni11i!111 (English edition), p. 662.
.
.
a Ibid.

Such is the Socialist State, and such are its functions in
·
the secpnd phale of developmenL
Stalin's teaching on the Socialist State, set forth by him
at. the Eighteenth Party Congress,..i~ a ~evelopment of the
ideas expressed in Stalin's work: "On ·Dialectical and
Historical Materialism" ( 193~). Contrasting the Socialist
orqer in the U .S.S.R. with the capitalist order, Stalin emphasised ~t in the U .S.S.R . the mutual telations of
people in the process of 'production are marked by the
comradely co_-operation and Socialist mutual aid of
workers who are free from exploitation. 'It must be clear
that the character and peculiarities of Socialist production
inevitably determine the character and p~culiarities of all
social relations, and consequently also determine the
character and peculiarities of the relations of tqe State
itself to tl;ie public, in respect of its rights and functions.,
T he significance .of Stalin's teaching on the Socialist
State is all the more exceptional because it puts an ·end to
under-estimation _of the role and significance of ot;tr State,
of its mechanism, its intelligence service, which sbme
supposed w~uld soon have to be relegated t6 a museum
of antiquities. In this twaddle about relegating the Soviet
State to a museum of antiquities could be h~ard echoes of
the provocative·and wrecking "theories" of the Trotskyist
and Bukharini te traitors. It is known that these gentlemen1
,tried·not a little, on the ipstructions of foreign espionage
services, to disorganise the Socialist State, instilling demoralising ideas such as that the Soviet State was "dissolving", "falling asleep", "sinking into economics", that the
Soviet State existed only in the psychology of peopLe;
tha't Soviet law and Soviet justice were only "legal rubbish", and similar provocative nonsense.
In their tiine these "theories" of the Preobrazhenskys,
Sokolnikovs, Bukliarins were COII}pletely exposed', th~nks
mainly to the serv.ices of Stalin, in his works that played
such a historic part, like the speech on "The Right Deviation in the C.P.S.U.(B)" (19.29)•. "A Year of Great
Change", "Problems of Agrarian Policy in the U.S.S.R.",
etc.
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On those occasions Stalin exposed the anti-Marxist
character, the hamifulness for socialist con~truction, of
the "exercises" of Bukharin and Co. which aimed at
striking otit of the hands of -the proletariat such an instrument ,..of struggle against the exploiting elem~nts as the
Soviet State. It was not accidental, after all, that Bukharin
strove to prove that the kulak terror against Soviet men
and women· would tome to an end as a result of improvements in the Soviet apparatus, and that consequently the
kul.aks ;were .shooting outstanding Soviet people for the
simple reas0n that the' State i;nachinery was working badly.
As 'regards the question of the·State, the height of dis·
tortion of Marxism and Leninism was the propaganda
·about the dying away of the Soviet State, for which there
was even invented a special formula, according to which
"first the al1I}.y and navy will die away",.''then the system
of ,punitive and r,epressive bodies", and later on "com·,
pulsory labour". This "formula-scheme" was m~rcilessly
exposed by Lenin, as is well known. He temai:ked:
"'Shouldn't.it be the :other way round-f irst the 'later ori',
then the. 'then' and finally the 'first'?"
It was clear that only .madmen, or else provocateurs and
traitors, could invent such "schemes'" ·in the conditions
of acute class. struggle of the ttansiti<;m'al period from
capitalism to Cpmmunism. Ip 1936-38 it was ascertained
that the aut}J.ors of snch "s.chemes" were in actual fact
traitors, such as, in the end, oecame the Trotskyists and
Bukharinites who turned ~·into a frantic and unprinci pled
}?and of wreckers, diversionists, spies and murderers,
atting on the instructions of the espionage sertices of
foreign States." 1
The question of the "dying away" of.the State, fundamer;itally. confused by Bukharin as long ago as 1916, was
in the hands. of traitors and double-dea}~rs a very COD·
venient instrume nt for undermi ning the power o,f the
Soviet Stiite. It was particula #y conve11ient, hep.use it
easily served double-dealers as a screen for their r,eal base
intentions. After all, the problem of the "dying away" of
1

Stalin. On defects in party wo~k and measures for the liquidation o1 Tro~sky·
ists and other double-deale rs" (Russian edition).
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the State is a purely theoretical problem; it is the most
scientific of problems; it is the pi9st "revolutionary", most
"left" problem, most impressive of all for those feeling
hatred of the traditional State, hi&torically formed as an
apparatus of oppression and suppression. And it must be
said that the double-dealers skilfully utilised this "problem" for their treacherous ends; attempting to. poison the
consciousness of our people wjth the virus of denial of
the Socialist character of .the Soviet State, of Soviet banks,
Soviet industry and trade, Soviet law, the courts, the
punitive bodies.
These attempts met with a decisive rebuff from our
Party, and did not bring the results which the traitors
expected. There will be no relapse. But the "unpardonably irresponsible attitude" towards questions of.• the
theory of t:,he State, as Stalin pointed out at ~e Eighteenth
· Party Congress, led to an underestimation of the role of
the Soviet State, and made it nec·essary to clear up SO?Jfe
questions connected with the problem of the development
of the Socialist State. This was successfully done by St:ilin.
Developing further the Marxist-Leninist the~ry of the
Socialist State, in particular, the most.importan~ question
of its dying away, Stalin showed that Engels' formula in
"Anti-Dtihring"- that "the State" (at a certain stage of its
development, A.V.) ' 'is not 'abolished', it withers,away"is ·correct, but only under one of two conditions. An
indication of these conditions-which Engels did not giv~
and could not give, for the reason, as Stalin explained, tha~
when investigating this question Engels abstracted himself
from such a factor as international conditions, the international situation-signified a new and great step forwat;d
in the theory of the Socialist State.
What are these conditions? They are two, in Stalin's
view. The first-if we take the Socialist State in isolation
from' international relations, from tbe point of view only
of the internal development of the country; the second"'if' we assume .t hat Socialism -has been victorious in all
·countries or in the majority of countries, that a Socialist
encirclement exists instead of a capitalist encirclemen~,
and .that there is no more dang,e r of attack from outside,

u6

there is no more need to strengthen the army and the State.
"But .what if Socialism has been victorious in only one
country, a separate country"-St alin c9ntinued, developing his theory-"and in view of this, it i~ q\1ite impossible
to abstract oneself from international conditions-w hat
then?(;
Stalin gave the reply to this questiqn too, pointing out
that 'the country jn which Socialism has. been victorious,
which is.surroupded by the capitalist world and which is
subject to the danger o~ attack from outside, must have
its State "strong enough to defend the conquests of Socialis!'Il from foreign attack."
Stalin sees far ahead .. He sees the inevita~ility of the
further development of the Socialist State. He sees th~
nec~ssity of pi:eserving the Sociali~t State un,til the capitalist encirclement has been eliminated, and has been
Sociali~t epcirclement. Such is S'talin's
replaced by
teaching on the Spci'alist State--0n the phases of its
development, ~n its functions, on the condi.tions of its life·
anc;l activity along the road to CommuniS'm, on its tasks
and methods of ~truggle for the achievement of the ulti-mate objective of building Communist sodety. Stalin's
teaGhiqg qn the Socialist State .completed. the develop~ent.
of the Marxist-Leqini$t theory of the ~tate; it armed the
builders of Socialism with a clear understanding of the'
prospects of th~ future, and put into their hands a mighty
we~r.qn for fur~her successful construction and for the
struggle for a classless society, for Communism .

a
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The working people .of our country greeted the thirtieth
annive'rsary of the Socialist revolt;ttion at a time of upsurge
·
·
of their creative forces.
The Gteat Patriotic War, which served as an historic
. test of all the material and spiritual forces of the Soviet
people, still .further .strengthened the might of the Soviet
· Union. The war showed the inexhaustible reserves of
strength aQd resources of the Soviet ·country, capable not
only of overcoming what might well have seeme~ insurmountable military difficulties, but of recovering rapidly
horn the sattifices it had· tnade and the enormous damage
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on it by the enemy, and of rising to the next s\age
of its development, moving unfalteringly. forward and
'
forvJard.
The end of the war, victoriously completed by the
armed forces of the Allies, and the transition from war to
peace, put new tasJ<s before the Soviet Union both within
the country and in the sphere of external political relations. The first post-war Plan-a plan for the restoration·
of the. national economy, to repair the effects of the d~s
truction and the disasters ~used to the Spviet country by
the war ipiposed on the Soviet people by predatory
Hitlerite Germany-requir es gigantic efforts for its fulfilment. Moved by a feeling of genuine Soviet patriotism,
<ind firmly resolved to fulfil and over-fulfil this Plan'.in
the shortest possible time, the Seviet people are. waging a
herpic struggle on this front of economic ·and cultural
construction. They are mobilising all their strength aJild
all their energy to solve this most important problem of
s·tat'e, courageously and confidently looking forward into
the future, firmly and valiantly marching ahead under the
guidance of their Gove·rnment, headed by the great Stalin:
The Soviet people is confident of the success of its cause,
confident that it will rapidly heal the wounds inflicted
on· it by the CT1:lel war; and will unfold its creative
capacities with even greater fotce, assuring a new arid
,
even greatel' flourishiI)g of the Soviet S.tate.
The Soviet people values a stable·democratic•peace,. as
the foundation of progress and of the possibility of continuously improving-and incteasing the welfare of millions
.of people.
Militarist and anJlexationi~t aspirations are aliel\. to the
Soviet peop1e, and to .the Soviet State, which is flesh
of the flesh of the people. The policy of the Soviet State.
is a policy c;:if work and peace, of friendship and co-operation Qetween the peoples.
The Soviet people is always ready to defend itself, to
inflict a crushing defeat on the criminal devices of the
warr.pongers. It is alway~ ready to answer a blow with a
merciless blow, with all its strepgth and resolution. Soviet
·people know th~t their path ahead js sown with numer6us
inflict~d
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obstacles and difficulties, that they have not a few enemies
waiting for a convenient time and suitable conditions in
.order to attempt to crush the land of Socialism, the mighty
citadel of democracy and peace.
T he Soviet U n~on, notwithstanding many unfavourable
circumstances, .accepted an invitation to join the, League
of Nations an.d did join it, because the League provided
some slight possibility of resisting the aggression which
then threatened the world from the side of the Fascist
St~tes, who enjoyed the support of the Munichites. The
Soviet Union, true to its policy of peaceful co-operation
and friendship between the peoples, was one of the
initiators and chief organisers of the ·new international
organisation-the United Nations €>rganisation-seeing
in it a new instrument for international co-operation
between great and small countries, in order to assure the
peace and security of the nations.
Throughout the two years which have passed since the
day the' United Nations Organisation was established, the
Soviet Union !ias unswervingly arid consistently fought
for the principles of international co-operatioh, not
sparing its efforts to ensure the success of this cause.· It acts
~n keeping ·wit.h the principles pt'oclaimed by the Charter,
striving to insure that all the members of the Organisatioh
should fully and unconditionally observe those principles.
The end of the second World War and the transition
to the '.vays of peace, unfortunately, were bound up.with
the aggravation of a number of serious differences among
the Allies. Silenced by the war and by the common interest
in crushing a common enemy, these corttradictions 're• vealed tnemselves with new force, and brought a disturb~ ing influence into the p61itical relatiohs between the Great
Powers. The end of the war unleashed new aggressive
aspirations of certain countries which exaggerate their
strength and their ro1e in international relations. Among
these countries the principal is the United States of
America, directing every effort to assure for .itself a privileged position among the other States: relying on its
economic strength and making use 'in suitable cases of
methods of political and economic pressure to carry out
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its plans. The Truma n "Doctrirre" and the Marshall
"Plan' ', like' the attempts to put them into practice which
wete made at the Paris Conference in July, 1947, ar~ the
most vivid proofs of 'that new course of foreign policy
which, in the United States of A.merica, has taken die place
of the old ~ourse, ;.followed by Roosevelt and his sup- !
porters in .the inter~sts of strengthening ,peaceful .international co-operation.' The.new ccmr~ of foreign policy
of the United States of America, forming a bloc with Great
Britain~ France and some other countrie$ which have
cGmpletely entered the .orbit of American influence, is
pregna nt with serious dangers for the general peace. The ;
shtlrp poi:r;it of this ~ourse is turnesl towardS' assl;lring the
success of the e~pansionist plans <;>f the reactionary circles
of die U,S.A. and other capitalist countries; It is turned
against the inq:rests Pt the countries of the new democracy,
,i~ Eastern Europe, and, first and foremost, against the
intere.s~ of th~ Sovi~ Uilion, the Sooia)ist State of workers
1
and peasants.
t 1nternational
presen
In the difficult c@1'ditions of the
ahly to. co11uqshak
sitq;itiop, tpe .Sov\et Utlion continqes
principles
great.
on''the
duct 'its owd, fo;re1gn policy, h¥e~
of stable
e
defenc
of the sovereign e1qualjty oLpeop~e.s, th~.
th~
ions,
the·nat
dem~tic peace and of the security of
•
States,
all
of
s
prpm9tiqn of the ec<~momic and socia~ progres
law,
atiQnal
inJen;1
respect for tl}e p;rincipl.es of justice, tt1id
-as th~ f0tµ1dations.for friendly ihtern'atib)lal cq-operatibn
of great 'c\nd s'nl'all countries.
UpsqalGj.bl~ as a rock, opposing 'this "course", stands
the 'Soviet1 Union, the ,land· of Socialism, the land of
genuine' popula r rule, .~f genuin e democracy, a true,,.co·nsistent a'nd fearless defen,d er -0£ tf)~..democratic rights and
liber~i~s of the ·;peoples, of. democ;rat~C' an~ stable ,peace
ttiroughput the world, gua;fdian oPthe independence and
sec,urity of pe,il~~;lov.iµg .nations, anQ. champion of tile
equal~fy of, rights afid mutua l resp~ct for', the inthes ts of·
;t,11 ~tates, great, middling 'and small, whjcp are reac\y tq
~o.-operate for ~lie progress of ~11 man.kind .
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